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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report represents the comrl.ttion of a study of State and local

planning for the development of services for infants and toddlers with

handicaps and their families. Issues related to State interagency efforts
associated with the creation of a service delivery system for these clients

are described in an earlier report entitled "A Profile of State Interagency

Efforts For Children With Special Needs And Their Families" (ICA, 1988). In

brief, it was demonstrated that State level Part H planning requires the

establishment of collaborative interagency arrangements among those State

service agencies and executive offices involved in the Part H initiative. The

focus of this report is on the local community, where Part H services will be

delivered. Issues that need to be addressed in order to create a
comprehensive community-based early intervention Part H service delivery

system were examined.

The Part II Initiative

P.L. 99-457 provides for a five year planning period during which States

are developing strategic plans for how best to coordinate and develop Part H

services. Early intervention, family support services and the development of

collaborative interagency arrangements are the components of the Part H

initiative that will require State and local service agencies to conduct some

of their business differently --that is, to change the philosophical
orientations that drive their services, to add additional atypical services to
their current offerings and to work oollectively to organize and implement
comprehensive early intervention service delivery systems. It is within this
climate of change that State and local Part H planning activities will be
accomplished.

Intent of Th. StudY

The intent of this study is to identify those planning and policy issues
that are most likely to influence a State's capacity to plan and develop
comprehensive, community-based servioe delivery systems for infants and
toddlers with handicaps and their families. To provide a focus far the data
gathering activities, areas of inquiry included an analysis of State
interagency planning activities, an examination of issues that need to be
addressed by service providers in local jurisdictions, and a review of the
relationships between and among State and local planning initiatives.

Site For The Stud7

The research was designed as an in-depth case study of a mid-Atlantic
State that has 24 local political jurisdictions with a variety of demographic
characteristics. They range from densely populated urban jurisdictions to



large and medium sized suburban localities to small sparsely populated rural
areas. The State was chosen for this sttldy largely because of its long
standing progressive attitudes toward providing services to persons with
handicaps and because of the value it places on interagency efforts to deal
with issues related to that population. In addition, educational services for
infants and toddlers with handicaps have been provided in this State since
1980.

State Phrt H planning activities have been in progress for eighteen
months. A considerable portion of the first year's planning activities
focused an State level planning issues required by the legislation. At this
point in time, approximately two and a half years sinoe passage of the
legislation, no regulations which would provide guidance to State Part H
planners have been issued by the U.S. Depertment of Education. As a result,
Part H planners in the State under study report that they have been unable to
develop enabling State level legislation and/or to provide more definitive
direction to local jurisdictions.

To date, State Part H planning efforts have been both aggressive and
comprehensive. Highlights of those State activities designed to foster local
involvement include: awarding five grants to counties for the development of
model demonstration IFSP processes; sponsoring eight Topical Input Sessions in

local jurisdictions across the State; extensive data gathering activities;
establishing a network of local service agency contacts; and appointing formal

Work Groups to advise the Infants and Toddlers Programs on various dimensions

of the Part H service delivery system.

Research Elveedures

This in,depth case study was conducted in three stages. In stage one,

selected personnel from all of the major State Departments and Executive

Offices that are involved both directly ard indirectly with planning or

programs for children with handicaps and 4.1eir families were interviewed.

Respondents held positions of responsibility for policy, program development

and/or coordination of services for this targeted population. Thirty persons

were interviewed between November 1987 and April 1988. In addition,

participants were involved in verification of the data both through attendance

at a meeting scheduled to enlist feedback about the preliminary report and

through a series of phone convQrsations and meetings with persons who were

unable to attend.

Data related to the last two stages of the study were gathered between

July 1988 and November 1988. First, parents of children with handicaps and
pediatricians from across the State were interviewed in order to identify

issues that need to be addressed to create an accessible service deliverY

system. The concerns expressed by each group about information needs and

program accessibility were analyzed and recommendations were developed.

ii
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Parents and pediatricians who were involved in this study were selected

primarily from the six counties that would be involved in the final stage of

the study. Nine pediatricians from across the State were interviewed along

with thirty parents who had children with a wide range of handicapPing

conditions. A composite of pediatrician and parent views about information

and accessibility was developed and then shared with key personnel in local

service agencies in order to ascertain the ways in which lapel Pert H paanning

initiatives might address these issues.

In-depth studies were conducted in the six participating local

jurisdictions. Data were gathered in the following arms: [1] programs and

services currently available to infants and toddlers with handicaps and their

families; [2] issues that need to be addressed as local planning initiatives

are developed; [3] the ways in which State planners we Aorking with local
jurisdictions; and [4] strategies that could be uwod to develop productive

working relationships between State and local Mut P. planners. In eadh

county, individuals from the local service agencies and executive offices

involved with children with handicaps and their families were interviewed, as

well as private providers and parents. Agency respondents held positions of

responsibility for policy, program development and/or coordination of services

for this targeted population in their respective counties. A total of 50

persons were involved in stage three data oollectica activities, 47 agency

personnel and 3 representatives of private provider agencies. A preliminary

report was produoed and all respondents in each of the participating oounties
were asked to participate in a data verification process to ascertain the
extent to which the content of the preliminary report conformed to the kinds
of issues and concerns they shared during the interview process.

Nod Ilium Mated ?to inAmmelatian AUmi Aimsousibaftlr /mousy

Given the requirements of Part H, the need to provide information about
available services to a broad population is evident. The expressed needs of
parents for directories, referral offices, on-line directory services, central
resource rooms, and the use of non-traditional means for reanhing those who
commonly "fall through the cracks" indicate a need for the use of multiple
strategies in seeking those who will be eligible for Part H services. Earil of

these methods for disseminating Information and identifying clients is
necessary, but no one is sufficient to reach the potential array of Part H
clients.

For the most part, the accessibility concerns of parents and
pediatricians focused on ease of entry into the service delivery system, speed
of assessment procedures, rapidity of service delivery implementation, and
service agency capacity to outreach to potential Part H clients. Part H
planning initiatives would be immeasuraWy strengthened if attention is paid
to addressing these accessibility and information issues. By and large, while

State and local Part H planners understood and acknowledged these identified

iii



needs, they are not being dealt with systematically in current planning

activities at the local level.

Findinv Related Tb Local Planning Issues And Concerns

In all six counties in which interviews occurred, none of the personnel

had engaged in planning activities that would address such issues as: [I)

establishing a structural framework for the delivery of Part H service; [2]

developing a decision-making process for allocation of Part H resources; [3)

examining independently and collectively the structural and procedural changes

necessary for implementing Part H programs; [4] sequencing planning and

development activities to ensure a readiness to begin fifth year

implementation activities as outlined in the legislation; and [5] engag.ng in

dialogues designed to address organizational issues inherent in beginn'e: to

offer early intervention prevention programs.

The majority of respondents indicated that their agencies were not

organized to address prevention issues. Service delivery systems with a

prevention emphasis require significant amounts of outreach to clients and

families, as well as the broad dissemination of information about available

services and an organized multi-agency referral system. Participants in this

study indicated that current operations in their agencies are not designed to

accommodate these prevention concerns. Initiatives adopted by State agencies

and local jurisdictions must address these articulated agency constraints to

planning and implementing local Part H services. Moreover, Part H planning

initiatives must begin with the creation of a county structure that will

facilitate the development of appropriate service delivery systems.

At this point in time, there is no formal structure in place for the

planning and implementation of Part H services in any of the local

jurisdictions under study. Most participants felt that such a structure needs

to be put into place as soon as possible. In order to make these decisions,
respondents indicated that local planners would need to examine some
constraints that they felt were inherent in their agencies' assuming such

responsibilities. Even though there was not general consensus as to what the

Part H service delivery structure should look like, participants suggested

that it must include the appointment of a permanent local lead agency and the

development of a formal Part H interagency arrangement in each county.

There was general agreement that Part H eill require the involvement of

multiple agencies, that to date these agencies have really not engaged in much

dialogue about Part H programs, and that different agencies and/or counties

are in different stages of readiness to engage in such interagency efforts.
Agency representatives indicated that there was a reluctance to become

actively involved in the Part H initiative, primarily because of the

challenges inherent in the development of an early intervention system and the

concern that needed resources would not be forthcoming. Thus, it was
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predicted that agencies will engage in "re.,erse turf" negotiations to protect
themselves from being assigned "too many" Part H responsibilities.

Findings Related To State/Local Relationships

In contrast to the State level planning initiatives, Part H planning
activities in the counties under study not involved with the IFSP
demonstration grants has rot begun in earnest. Agency personnel reported thAt
they were awaiting their "marching orlers" from the State.

With only one or two exceptions, local service agency personnel who
participated in this study indicated that their respective State agency
counterparts [i.e., SDE, DHMH and DHR] had not communicated sufficiently with
them about the Part H initiative. Similar feelings were expressed about

State Part H planners.

At the same time, opinions varied un what would constitute appropriate
State guidance to local jurisdictions concerning Part H. About two thirds of

the respondents in this study felt that the State should specifically outline
Part H activities that local jurisdictions would then follow. Alternatively,

one third of the respondents believed that the State Should be less directive,
and establish broad parameters and guidelines, but allow the counties to do

what they need to in order to implement those guidelines.

It was evident that State PRrt H planners have initiated a number of

activities designed to involve local jurisdictions in the Part H planning
process and to keep others apprised of progress in the planning effort. It is

equally clear that in those counties not involved with the demonstration
grants, and in some cases even within involved counties, the State initiatives

have not resulted in the desired effect. The reasons for this "gap' are

numerous and include such issues as distance to travel to meetings, the need

to expand the number of contact persons in the counties, and the priorities of

local service agency personnel confronted with solving immediate crises which

occur on a day-to-day basis.

The experience of State and local planners indicates that productive
State/local working relationships for Part H are not automatic, nor can they

be taken for granted because of previous positive interactions. Respondents

indicated frustration because they did not know exactly what the State was

doing and, by extension, what they should or could be doing as Part H planning

continues. This lack of information allowed, or caused local jurisdictions to

go into a "holding pattern." Many respondents felt that time was running ouz;

local actions needed to begin immediately in order to meet implementation

timelines. It was time, in their judgments, for the State to engage in

serious dialogue with local jurisdictions about Part H.



Reaaendatkna
Parents, pediatricians and local service agency personnel made a large

nuaer of recomsendations about ways to respond to client information needs,
to expedite diagnosis and referral processes, to increase pediatrician
awareness of the developmental delays in child development, and to foster

agency outreach and ease of entry into the servioe delivery system.

Both segmente --the State and local jurisdictione-- have their work cut
out for them in implementing the Part H initiative. While it is true that

many cesponsibilities that each segment must fulfil will need to be
accomplIshed independently, many decisions made by one or the other of the
segments will seriously influance activities undertaken by the other. Thus,

State and local planners must be thought of as partners in a system that
allows them to confront some of the challenges of Flirt H interdependently. In

effect, a critical dimension of the Part H planning process is to establish
effective working relationships between State and local planners that enable
each segment to do its job well. In order to address these concerns about
State/local interactions, it is recommended that

States should appoint regional committees that would
serve as vehicles through which systematic
communication and information-sharing between State
and local Part H planners would be coordinated.

There will be many activities that such committees could pursue,
depending on the specific issues that are present in the State. The important

thing is to establish such a process as an integral part of the Part H

planning initiative, as a means both to prevent and to redress problems

associated with relationships betweens State and local jurisdictions involved

with implementation of the Part H initiative. Finally, in order to bridge the

gap between the work of these regional committees and the activities of the

State Interagency Council [ICC] and lead agency, the chairs of all the

regional committees in the State should be asked to serve on a newly appointed

ICC SUbcommittee.

Recommendations for local jurisdictions regarding the Implementation of

Part H fall into these categories: planning issues, selection of a lead

agency, building a coalition to provide support for the lead agency within the

Individual Education, Sooial Services and Health Departments, conflict

resolution issues, and resouroe needs.

The County Executive should appoint an ad hoc planning

committee for the purposes of recommending [1]
creation of a policy-making Psrt H council to oversee
Part H efforts, [2] a local lead agency, and [3] the

general responsibilities of these units.

vi
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Cliteria for selecting a local lead agency should
include [1] the extent to which a given unit is in the
position to adequately represent the philoeophic
orientation waderlying Part H and [2] the extent to
which a unit is willing to serve as a facilitator for
integration and coordination of services by all the

local service agencies

In order to provide a forum for discussion and
resolution of the major issues related to Phrt H, the
composition of the Part H Council ahould include
representation by all affected parties.

Agency representatives who serve on the Part H Council
must also serve as active advocates of th( early
intervention process within their own agencies.

Agency representatives who serve on the Part H Council
must also serve as active advocates of the early
intervention process within their own agencies.

A series of specific action steps are provided for counties that have adapted

these recommendations to follow in order to create a structure within which

Part H planning and implementation can occur.

This research was conducted as an overall examination of the ability ane.

readiness of the State and localities to implement Part H of P.L. 99-457 as of
the second year of the planning cycle defined in the legislation. The
technical assistance activities suggested by the findings in this study fall
into thrle categories: [1] the development of appropriate structures for
dealing with intra-agency and interagency issues associated with Part H; [2]
the establishment of processes that would enable these structurea to be used
effectively; and [3] the creation of those conditions that would enable the
desired processes to have their intended outcomes and effects.

conclusions

There are three overarching conclusions that were derived fram this
study. First, Phrt H service delivery systems must be constituted differently
if they are to meet the challenges presented by the legislation. Second, it
is not clear that the federal government understood the extent to which change
would be required by State agencies and local service providers in order to
meet these challenges fully. Finally, enhancing State and local planners'
capacities to engage in collaborative interagency activities will be the
single most important factor in achieving the Part H mission.
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THE PART 0 INITIATIVB:
TOWARDS A COMMUNITY-BASED SERVICE DELIVERY SYSTEM

FOR INFANTS AND TODDLERS WITH HANDICAPS AND THEIR FAMILIES

This report represents the completion of an in-depth case study of State

and local planning and actions in the development of services and programs for

infants and toddlers with handicaps and their families. Lasues related to

State interagency efforts associated with the creation of a service delivery

system for these clients are described in an earlier report entitled "A

Profile of State Interagency Efforts For Children With Special Needs And Their

Families" (ICA, July 1988). The executive summary of that report is presented

in Appendix A. In essence, it was demonstrated that State level Fart H

planning requires the development of collaborative interagency arrangements

between and among those State service agencies and executive offices involved

in the Part H initiative. In brief, such collaboration requires a great deal

of interdependence and Sharing between and among involved agencies and units.

A full explanation of the characteristics of collaborative interagency

arrangements, as defined in that report, is presented in Appendig B.

The focus of this report is the local oommunity, where Fart H services

and programs will be delivered. Data were collected from representatives of

the various segments that will necessarily be involved in either using or

providing these programs: parents, pediatricians, local service agencies and

county executive offices and private service providers.
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1111 FEDERAL PART H INITIATIVE

In 1986, t%e U.S. Congress enacted Public Law 99-457, 'The Education of

the HandicappeAd Act Amendments of 1986." This legislation continues the

federal initiative supported by PUblic Law 94-142. The 1986 legislation

provides continuing support to ongoing special education programs and

authorizes several new programs, including Part H. Phrt H is the section of

the legislation that requires States to develop comprehensive coordinated

service delivery systems that would provide early intervention services to

infants and toddlers with handicaps and their families.

Federal programs associated with Public Law 99-457, and its predecessor

P.L. 94-142, are administered by the U.S. Department of Education. The

legislation authorizes and requires a broad range of "supportive" services not

ordinarily thought of as educational services, Lncluding physical therai7,

oocupational therapy, multidisciplinary assessments, and speech and language

clinical services. In effect, State Departments of Education and local school

districts have mode numerous changes in their special education service

delivery systems since the passage of P.L. 94-142. The philosophy underlying

these changes was that additional services needed to be provided to children

with handicaps to enable them to have a free and appropriate public education

and to avail themselves to the extent possible of the full benefits of

participation in the public education system. Cldldren with handicapping

conditions were to barnacle "first class citizens" in Me pubLk: educatim system.

2
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TRE EARUT INTERVENTION FOCUS

With the passage of Part H of P.L. 99-457, all States axe required to

deliver comprehensive coordinated services to infants and toddlers with

handicaps and their families. It was felt that by extending such public

services to children with handicaps aged 0-2, many dieAbling oonditions that

they develop could be treated more appropriately. For many children early

intervention, will allow them a better chanoe to become functionally able

citizens. Mbreover, early intervention might lessen the debilitating effects

of some handicapping conditions. The mudical and human services professional

clommun.ties urged such an early intervention in the belief that the earlier a

child with handicaps is identified and diagnosed, the more positive the

results of an intervention program. PUblic policy mmkers affirmed their

ameptance of this early intervention treatment philosophy with the addition

of Part H to P.L. 99-457.

Fe% State and local policy makers and/or service providers would

disagree with the philosophical underpinnings of Part H, that is, that

prevention of serious debilitation from handicapping conditions is the

preferred treatment prot000l. However, prevention through early intervention

services is not the normal mode of operation for government pervioe agencies.

Hy and large, the programs sponsored by public human service agencies are

designed to address visible problems and to respond to societal crises or

emergency situations. Indeed, decisions to create public service programs are

the result of a policy development process in which paanners document that the

3
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"problem" to be addressed is wide-spread and consequential. Ln effect, the

philosophy which drives the provision of public human services is one of

maintenanoe rather than prevention: the challenge is to keep the lid on the

highly visible problem and to design service delivery systems that assist

persons Who are affected by the problem.

Federal policy makers have designed Part H as an early intervention

preventative service system, and assigned responsibility for Part H

implementation to State and local governmental agencies that have service

delivery systems in plaoe that are designed primarily to respond to visible

and pervasive problems that threaten the safety and well being of the

citizenry. The inherent tension between these two legitimate but conflicting

orientations makes the designing of Part H service delivery systems

particularly challenging to State and local governments.

THE FAMILY DIMENSION

Given the prevention motif that drives Part H, it is reasonable to

identify the client population as both infants and toddlers with handicaps

and their families. The legislation reinforces the need for parents to be

viewed as clierts and to play active roles in the training and stimulation of

their infants and toddlers. The federal mandate requires that parents be

involved as equal partners in the determination of the Individual Family

Servioe Plan, and suggests that they participate significantly in the proceas.

Phrents are viewed as responsible and equal members of the early intervention

tem. To enable this active parental nole, admdnistrators of Part H service

4
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delivery systems will inevitably need to confront the tensions that have

traditionally existed between the parent and professional communities as

decisions are made about appropriate interventions for children with

handicaps. These conflicts have been addressed sucoessfully in the past, but

not without the expenditure of additional time and energY by all involved

parties.

The presence of an infant or toddler with handicaps causes special

problems for their families. These children often require phenomenal amounts

of parental attention, because their handicapping conditions prevent them from

doing many ordinary developmental tasks independently. In addition, the

search for appropriate medical, therapeutic and educational services for these

infants and toddlers is at best time-consuming, and more often an overwhelming

challenge to parents. Hence, Part H service delivery systema must be designed

to enhance a family's ability to identify and obtain needed services;

promoting accessible services and programs is a major focus of the family

support component of Part H.

Also, families often need assistance with day care and bab7sitting

servioes complemented by opportunities to use respite care programs that allow

non-handimmed members of the family to rest and to attend to each other as

well as to the child with the handicapping condition. Counseling servioes,

assistance with long-term financial planninl as well as opportunities to

interact with other families who find themselves in similar circummtances are

all needed components of the family support dimension of the Ptirt H service

5
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delivery system.

The stress of having a child with handicaps in a family manifests itself

in all these immediate and long-term needs that must be addressed in the

family support component of the Part H service delivery system. However, as

indicated above, public services are currently organized to respond directly

to the primary prOblems of the client, and not to the "secondary" needs of the

families of those clients. In effect, State and local agencies, in

cooperation with private providers, are being aaked to develop a set of famdly

support services that do not fall within their traditional purview --further

extending the challenge that Part H presents to State and local servioe agency

personnel.

INTSRAORNCY COORDINATION

Children with handicaps and their families often have multiple &nd

interacting needs that must be addressed through the provision of a continuum

of services. At present, this broad array of services is not offered by a

single agency or organization. Rather, parents need to request these services

from a number of different agencies and professionals. These agencies tend to

have different eligibility requirements and intake systems that require

parents to have an extensive understanding of many different bureaucratic

procedures and requirements in order to obtain all needed services for their

children.

It was to deal with these inter-related problems that P.L. 99-457

included a mandate for the development of State interagency effarts to provide

6



direction for coordination of services in the Part H Statewide system. It is

generally agreed that in order to create a comprehensive early intervention

system, an unprecedented degree of interagency planning and actions will be

required by both State and local jurisdictions.

State planning activities necessarily oocur in conjunction with local

jurisdictions, where most services to children with special needs axe

provided. With relatively few exceptions, infants and toddlers with handicaps

and their families contact professional personnel responsible for determindng,

coordinating and delivering services in local agencies and facilities, such as

schools, regional and coessunity health agencies, local social eervices

offices, hospitals, and physicians' of"les.

The Part H program is clear]; beyond the capacity of any single State

agency which is limited by its own mandate and hy its ability or inability to

influence other agencies. Moreover, accomplishment of this initiative is

dependent upon the extent to which local jurisdictions develop the capacity to

build integrated community-based service delivery systems. Thus, State

agencies have a major responsibility to develop policies and to organize their

Part H planning activities in ways that facilitate and enable such

collaborative planning at the State level and in local cemmunities.

Interagency efforts can be characterized as cooperative, coordinative or

collaborative. Each of these interagency types represents an increasing

amount of interdependence on the part of single agency participants. Planners

make decisions about which type of interagency arrangement they will use,

depending on the specific purpose that the interagency effort is intended tie

a000mpliah. In brief, collaboration may not always be the most appropriate
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strategy for agencies to adopt; depending on a set of circumstances that are

described in detail in Appendix B, sucoessful interagency activities may also

be accomplished using either a cooperative or a coordinative approach.

Government agencies are designed to fulfill their mandates

independently. Often interagency efforts are accomplished within an

environment that constrains collaboration. In its purest form, collaboration

occurs when two or more independent agencies agtee am soma common need which

can not be met independently, or through cooperation or coordination. Single

agencies recognize the need for such an activity and the services it can

provide to the larger community, but are fully aware of their individual

agency limitations to accomplish it independently.

Within the framework of governmental agencies, however, the decision to

enter into collaborative efforts is even more complex. First, all of the

agencies within a governmental administration are always in competition for

the same resources; that is, there is a single State budget with a fixed

amount and each agency is oompeting for a Larger ahare of the existing

resource pool. In such cases, there is a natural reluctance to advocate

creation of a new initiative which will be in competition for the same

resources.

Second, within gwvernmental levels, decisions to engage in ooncsborative

efforts are commonly prompted by executive level policles or expressed desires

as well as legislative mandates; thus, the intent may be tc meet some

recognized "common good," but the recognition and impetus to act may be from

some agency other than those which are mquired to implement the oollaborative

interagency effort. In suah cases, the interplay of influence between

8



governmental levels, as well as between agencies at each given level, serves

as a complicating factor. When the invetus to collaborate emerges from some

source other than the implementing agencies, commitment to collaborate is

often reduced and accompanied by genuine disagreements about the need to

collaborate and how best to satisfy the expressed mandate.

In sum, public organizations typically respond to administrative or

policy mandates when making:decisions about issues that will be addressed

through collaborative interagency efforts. Regular agency responsibilities

must continue to be met effectively at the same time as interagency planning

and actions occur. More often than not, resources to support interagency

efforts are delayed and planning activities create a strain on existing agency

resources. Given these administrative issues and organizational constraints,

collaboration is rare. The special challenge inherent in P.L. 99-457 is that

sucoessful implementation requires the use of collaborative interagency

efforts in order to devop a comprehensive coordinated service delivery

system for infants and toddlers with handicaps and their families. The

difficulty of creating collaborative interagency arrangements further extends

the challenges that are presented by Pti.rt H to State and local service

providers.

THR CALL fOR MANOR

In essence, successful laplementation of the Phrt H initiative must be

accomplished in an organizational setting that confronts all of the challenges

discussed above. Early intervention, family support services and the

development of collaborative interagency arrangements are the components of

the Part H initiative that will require State and local service agencies to

9
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conduct some of their business differently --that is, to change the

philosophical orientations that drive their services, to add additional

atypical services to their current offerings and to work collectively to

organize and implement comprehensive early intervention service delivery

systems. It is within this climate of change that State and local planning

activities will be aocomplished.

SEQUENCING VCR PLANNING ACTIVITIES

P.L. 99-457 provides for a five year planning period during which States

are developing strategic plans for how best to coordinate surd develop Part H

servioes. The legislation also stipulates that each State appoint an

interagency council and designate a lead agency to oversee planning and

development activities. The sequence of planning activities delineated in the

legislation is presented below:

Section 675. [a]FIRST TWO YEARS--In order to be
eligible for a grant under section 673 for the first
or second year of a State's participation under this
part, a State shall include in its application under
678 for that year assurances that funds received under
section 673 shall be used to assist the State to plan,
develop, and implement the statewide system required
by section 676. (Public Law 99-457)

Requirements for the statewide system as stipulated in Section 673 of this

legislation include: [1] a definition of 'developmentally delayed"; [2]

timetables for assuring that services will be available to all infants and

toddlers with handicaps before the beginning of the fifth year of the grant;

[3] a timely, comprehensive, multi-disciplinary aesessment of each child and

his/her family; [4] an Individual Family Service Plan for each child,
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including case management; [5] a comprehensive child find system, including a

referral system and timelines to be followed in the referral procesa; [6] a

public awareness program; [7] a central directory which includes early

intervention services, resources and available experts in the State as well as

a listing of research and demonstration projects; [8] a Comprehensive System

of Personnel Development; (9] a single line of responsibility through a lead

agency to the governor; [10] a policy about contracting servioes; [11] a

procedure for timely reidbursement of funds; [12] procedural safeguards for

section 680 programs; [13] establishing procedures for ensuring that personnel

involved with service delivery are appropriately trained and meet State

standards; and (14] a data compilation system that monitors numbers of

infants and toddlers and their families served, types of services provided...

The legislation also prescribes activities to be conducted in the third

and fourth years of State planning grants:

[b] THIRD AND FOURTH YHAR--[1]In order to be eligible
for a grant under section 673 for the third or fourth

year of a State's participation under this part, a

State shall include in its application under section
678 for that year information and assurances
demonstrating to the satisfaction of the Secretary

that--

[A]the State has adopted a policy which
inoorporates all of the components of the statewide
system in amordance with section 676 or obtained a
waiver from the Secretary under paragraph [2].

[B]funds shall be used to plan, develop and
implement the statewide system required by section

676, and

[C]such statewide system will be in effect no
later than the beginning of the fourth year of the
State's participation under section 673, except with

respect to section 676[b][4], a State need only

conduct multi-disciplinary assessments, develop

1 1
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individualized family service plans, and make
available case management services

The legislation then allows States that have not adopted the required

policy to continue to receive planning dollars if the State has made a good

faith effort to adopt the policy and has sound reasons for the delay. In

these instances States must produce such a policy before the fourth year of

assistance, in effect receiving a one-year time exteneion. Finally, planning

for fifth year activities must include:

[c] FIFTH AND SUCCEEDING YEARS--In order to be
eligible for a grant under section 673 for a fifth and
any succeeding year of a State's participation under
this part, a State elan include in its application
under eection 678 for that year innormation and
assurances demonstrating to the satisfaction of the

Secretary that the State has in effect the statewide
system required by section 676 and a description of

services to be provided under section 676[b][2]

In the State under study, full implementation of Fart H of P.L. 99-457

is scheduled for 1992. In summer 1987, the Governor appointed the Interagency

Coordinating Council [ICC] and assigned temporary lead agency responsibility

to the Governor's Office For Children And Youth [00C&Y]. It is the

responsibility of the lead agency, with the advice of the IOC, to plan and

implement an integrated service delivery system for the targeted population.

State agencies and units are engaged in planning activities to address the

fourteen stipulated components of the statewide system. Many of these issues

are being studied by sub-committees appointed by the rec.

The State began its second year of planning in October 1988. Ln al

October 25, 1988 Executive Order, the Governor appointed the State Department

of Education as permanent lead agency and assigred monitoring status to the

12



Governor's Sub-cabinet For Children And Youth. It would appear that State

Part H planning and actions to date have focused primarily on designing the

statewide system required by the legislation. Additional information about

year two activitica is presented in a later section of this report. It should

be noted that the legislation does not address the ways in which State

officials should work with local jurisdictions in planning and developing the

Fart H initiative. In effect, the timing for local involvement as well as the

specific nature of that local involvement has been left to the discretion of

the States.

The ways in which the State under study will implement Part H is yet to

be determined. For the purposes of this analysis the significant points to

note are: [1] the law requires "coordination" of and delivery of services to

infants and toddlers with handicaps and their famdlies within their

communities; [2] this will require integration of services by State and local

agencies to a degree that has not previously existed; [3] the State

interagency unit (ICC), the separate State service agencies and local service

agencies will experience numerous changes as progress toward the objective is

achieved; and [4] State planning activities cannot be accomplished

successfully in isolation from planning initiatives in local communities.

PURPOSE car 71ER STUDY

The intent of this study is to identify those planning and policy issues

most likely to influence a State's capacity to plan and develop comprehensive,

community-based service delivery systems for infants and toddlers with

handicaps and their families. To provide a focus for the data gathering

13
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activities, areas of inquiry included an analysis of State interagency

planning activities, an examination of issues that need to be addressed by

service providers in local jurisdictions, and a review of the relationahips

between and among State and local planning initiatives.

The specific research questions addressed are listed below:

1. What is the nature of interagency efforts on behalf of
children with handicaps at the State level?

2. To what extent has the Interagency Coordinating Council
adopted a collaborative interagency approach in planning for
delivery of Part H services to infants and toddlers with handicaps
and their families?

3. What do parents, pediatricians and local service providers
view as the key issues that need to be addressed in order to
insure that accessible Part H service delivery systems be
developed in local communities?

4. What planning activities do local service agencies anticipate
will be needed in order to develop effective comprehensive
community-based service delivery systems for infants and toddlers
with handicaps and their families?

5. What roles have local service agencies, or their
representatives, played in State Part H planning initiatives?

6. What issues will need to be addressed in order to synchronize
Part H planning initiatives at the local level with Part H
interagency efforts at the State level?

Issues and information related to research questions *1 and *2 have been

synthesized in a previous report entitled "A Profile of State Interagency

Efforts For Children With Special Needs and Their Families" [July, 1988], A

summary of the major findings and recommendations of that report is presented

in Appendix A. In this document, information that relates to the remaining

research questions is presented. It should be noted that research questions

#3 - #6 reflect a modification of the original study design. This change was
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necessitated because of information gathered during the study of State level

activities (See the description of stage 1 of the study below.l.

RESEARCH PROCEDURES

This in-depth case study was conducted in three stages. First,

information about interagency planning and actions at the State level on

behalf of children with handicaps and their families was collected. An

analysis of these data was presented in the first report. Next, data were

gathered about accessibility issues inherent in providing programs and

services to the Part H population. Third, information was gathered about

local planning issues and the relationships between and among initiatives.

STACE 1: A PROF= OF STATE PLANNIN) ACTIVITIES

In stage one, selected personnel from all of the major State Departments

and Executive Offices that are involved both directly and indirectly with

planning or programs for children with handicaps and their families were

interviewed. Respondents held positions of responsibility for policy, program

development and/or coordination of services for this targeted population.

Thirty persons were interviewed between November 1987 and April 1988. In

addition, participants were involved in verification of the data both through

attendance at a meeting scheduled to enlist feedback about the preliminary

report and through a series of phone ,nversations and meetings with persons

who were unable to attend.

Several documents were also reviewed, including: State agency policies

and Executive Orders; State and federal legislation; interagency plans;

descriptions of interagency programs sponsored by the governmental units;
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information and minutes of State interagency committees, subcommittees and

task forces; and descriptions and budget analyses of single agency programs

for children with handicaps and their families. Where possible, the

researchers attended meetings of the Part H Lnteragency Coordinating Council

under study. Information from these documents and meetings was used both to

verify data provided by respondents and to develop the first report.

A preliminary State report was developed and all persons who

participated in the data collection activities were asked to participate in a

verification process to ascertain the extent to which the content of the

preliminary report accurately reflected information provided by respondents.

Upon completion of the verification process, the final report, entitled "A

Profile of State Interagency Efforts For Children With Special Needs and Their

Families" [ICA, July 1988], was produced in collaboration with the National

Center for Networking Comunity-Based Services, Georgetown University, and

transmitted to the Bureat. of Maternal And Child Health And Resources

Development, U.S. Department of Health and Human Resources.

STAGE 2: ACCESStBILITY ISSUES

Data related to the last two stages of the study were gathered between

July 1988 and November 1988. First, samples of parents of children with

handicaps and pediatricians from across the State were interviewed in order to

identify issues that need to be addressed to create an accessible service

delivery system. The concerns expressed by each group about information and

progrmm accessibility were analyzed and recommendations were developed.

Parents and pediatricians who were Lnvolved in this study were selected

primarily from the counties that would be involved in the final stage of the
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study. Nine pediatricians i'rom across the State were interviewed along with

thirty parents who had children with a wide range of handicapping condi,ions.

A more detailed description of these participants is pmesented later in the

report.

A composite of pediatrician and parent views about information and

accessibility was developed and then shared with key personnel in local

service agencies in order to ascertain the ways in which local Part H planning

initiatives might address these issues. Data &pout information and

accessibility were summarized for each of the participant groups and a

comparative analysis of their views was developed.

STM 3: LOCAL 1LANN1103 ISSUES AND ACTIVITIES

Six local jurisdictions were selected for study, remmenting the

variety of socioecenomic and demographic conditions present in the State under

study. One ufban, three sdburban and two rural counties were includal in the

sample. All counties have been involved in offering 0-3 educational services

to Lnfants and toddlers with handicaps since passage of the State Department

of Bducation's statute in 1980.

1n-depth case studies were conducted in each participating county. Data

were gathered in the following areas: [1] programs and services currently

available to infants anl toddlers with handicaps and their families; [2)

issues that need to be addressed as local planning initiatives are developed;

[3) the ways in which State planners are working with local jurisdictions; and

[4) strategies that could be used to develop productive working relationships

between State and local Part H planners.
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Ln each county, individuals from the load service agencies and

executive offices involved with children with handicaps and their families

were interviewed, as well as private providers and parents. Agency

respondents held positions of responsibility for policy, progrmm development

and/or coordination of services for this targeted population in their

respective counties. A total of 50 persons were involved in stage three data

collection activities, 47 agency personnel and 3 representatives of private

provider agencies.

Ln addition, available documents and materials were also analyzed as a

means of verifying interview data and obtaining backtrouod information. A

preliminary report was produced and all respoolents in each of the

participating counties were aaked to participate in a data verification

process to ascertain the extent to which the content of the preliminary report

conformed toa the kinds of issues and concerns they shared during the interview

process.

Findings fnam stage 2 and stage 3 are synthesized in this report ami

recommendations for the planning and development of effective community-based

service delivery systems for infants and toddlers with handicaps and their

families are presented.

SITE OF TM SIMIDY

The research was designed as an in-depth case study of a mid-Atlantic

State that has 24 local political jurisdictions with a variety of demographic

characteristics. They range from densely populated urban jurisdictions to
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large and medium sized suburban localities to small sparsely populated rural

areas. The State was chosen for this study largely because of its long

standing progressive attitudes toward providing services to persona with

handicaps and because of the value it places on interagency efforts to deal

with issues related to that population. In addition, educational services for

infants and toddlers with handicaps have been provided in this State since

1980.

STAT8 PROGRAMS AND SERV'

State agency commitment to persons with disabilities has been expressed

through the development of a wide range of programs for persons with

disabilities and 'leir families by each of the following State agencies and

Executive Offices: the State Department of Education (SDE1, the Department of

Human Resources [Mb the Department of Health and Mental Hygiene (DHMH], the

Juvenile Services Administration [JSA) and the Governor's Office For Children

and Youth MOM].

Without attempting to provide a comprehensive listing of these efforts,

the following are noted as examples of such programs:

o The wide range of programs, sponsored by the State Department
of Education, for infants and toddlers with handicaps, school-aged

children with handimpping conditions, and persons with
disabilities making the transition from school to work. These

programs both precede and respond to Federal and State enabling

legislation;

o Examples of programs sponsored by the Department of Health and
Mental Hygiene include: The EPSDT (Early and Periodic Screening,
Diagnosis and Treatment) program designed to provide comprehensive

health care to children eligible for Medical Assistance from birth

through age 21; the program that provides community-based services

to technology dependent children who would otherwise be placer; in

institutions; and the Children's Medical Services program that

provides identification, prevention and treatment of medical and
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deve'opmental proiblems to children up to age 22 who have special

health care needs.

o Programs sponsored by the Juvenile Services Administration for
children and adolescents with handicaps include the System for
Evaluation and Treatment of EVery JSA Youth and the
Deinstitutionalization of the Juvenile Offender Program

o Programs administered by the Department of Human Resources,
including a network of Family Support Centers (mmmunity-based,
locally operated drop-in centers focussing on problems of

adolescent parenting) and an intensive case management service for

families at risk of having a child removed from the home.

o The many services and programs sponsored by the Governor's

Office for Children and Youth as a part of its major commitment to

at risk children and their families, including administration of

planning activitiea associated with the implementation of P.L. 99-

457; and

o The initiation by the Governor's Sub-Cabinet For Children And

Youth, with support from the Casey Foundation, of a project in one

local jurisdiction to create "a demonstration interagency service

delivery system for troubled families." The State Infants and

Toddlers Program, with support from the ICC, is providing
supporting funds to promote development of the role of case
management as described in P.L. 99-467.

These are just a few examples of the many services and programs tNat the State

sponsors through its Departments and EXecutive Offices Chat pravide direct and

indirect services to citizens with disabilities and their families.

The value that the State places on interagency efforts was exemplified

by the establishment of at least three formal interagency committees charged

with the responsibility of improving the provision of services and programs

for children with special needs and their families. In 1982, the State

Coordinating Council (SOC) was created by the Governor as an interagency

committee responsible for making residential placements for persons with

disabilities.
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Other interagency committees responsible for issues focusing on children

with special needs and their families were created 'n 1985 and 1987. The

Interagency Planning CommitteP for Children (IP(X), created in 1986 by the

Governor, was intended to establish the basis for interagency planning and

actions on tne enectrum of issues related to children with special needs and

their families. Finally, the Interagency Coordinating Council (ICC) was

established in 1987 as a part of the State's response to P.L. 99-457 that

mandated, among other things, delivery of comprehensive coordinated early

intervention services to infants and toddlers with handicaps and their

families.

In stage one of the study, activities related to the formation,

operation and outcomes of these three major State Interagency Committees

(i.e., SCC, IPOC and ICC) were reviewed. Each of these Committees was intended

to be a vehicle through which State departments and executive offices might

develop interagency approaches to the delivery of services to special needs

children and their families. The extent to which each of these Committees

functioned an a collaborative interagency effort was examined and implications

were identified for provision of services under Plart H of P.L. 99-457.

The seriousness of the State's commitment to the development of

effective interagency efforts is evidenced in the recent report entitled

Serving,Children With Special Needs: Ntatel's Evolving System (April, 1988),

that was developed by the Subcabinet for Children and Vbuth at the request of

the Joint Legislative Budget and Taxation Committee. The repw-'.. delineates

barriers that the State has faced in its interagency effort:0; this analysis

reflects the leadership's fundamental understandings of many of the issues
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related to interagency collaboration. The authors of the report state that:

"Logistical, legal, procedural and professional obstacles have historically

impedc,1 any attempts to coordinate care betweeq agencies for clients pith

multiple needs. Some of the most important Lapaliments are discussed below:

o Historically, each agency has had sameUhat
different yriorities, and resources are limited.
Priorities are substantially rooted in the statutes,
which govern agency operations and the General
Assembly's budget decisions. Judicial mandates also

play a key role in setting aiency priorities.

o State Agencies, like private practitioners, often

cannot assess clearly, accurately, or early enough,

the true needs of a child. Many factors affect the

problem of assessment...The entire field of children

and youth services is struggling to come to terms with

the problem of diagnostic and evaluative validity.

o Each Agency operates its own management information
sysban (MIS), often using many different formats and a

wide range of codes to categorize services. ...The

difficulties of integrated data collection are
increased by unsophisticated and outdated MIS.

o Finally, until recently, the State...had not
developed a unified strategy to govern resource
expenditur: and service delivery to Special Needs
Children." (p. 12)

In a section that summarizes future direction, the Sub-Cabinet for Children

(whose membership included the Chief Executive Officers of SDE, DHMH, DHR,

00C&Y and JSA) concluded that:

Each of the executive agencies entrusted with a
separate piece of the larger human problem presented
by vulnerable children and families has done its job
well. Hy re-integrating those separate pieces into
the complex human situation they must understand and
treat, they have joined their commitments and many of

their resources in a way that promises to use
society's increasingly scarce pUblic resources in a
logical cost-effective way.
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...The approach outlined in this report is a departure
from business as usual: the needs of at risk children
will for the firat time be systamatically evaluated
from a multi-leveled perspective, and be met with
services designed around the child and family, not
with a rigid system into which they must fit, or fall
through resulting cracks in the bureaucracy... (pp.
28-29)

This report on Serving Children with Special Needs: State's Evolving System

transmitted to the Legislature in June 1988. It reflects a sensitivity to

the challenges that confront public providers as they organize service

delivery systems tor special populations.

19CAL maws AND SERVICES

In 1980, long before the passage of P.L. 99-457, the State Department of

Education passed a statute requiring the provision of educational services for

children with handicaps between the ages of 0-2. As a result, the following

configuration of educational services is available to same extent in each of

the counties involved in this study:

o Phrent Infant Programs have been implemented in four of the six

counties in which data were collected. PLans are being made to

begin similar programs in the two remaining oounties in the near

future. The primary focus of these programs is on training
parents to engage in infant stimulation activities with their

children.

o Child Find Coordinators in school systems have responsibility

for identification of children with handicaps, organizing

assessment procedures, and referral. Because of the dramatic

increase of potential 0-3 cliente, two school systems have

organized specialized assessment "clinics" for infants and

toddlers with handicaps.

o Services are offered for 0-3 children utilizing one of three

models approved by the State Department of Education: hose-based,

center-based or a combination of the two. The trend seems to be

that most counties have either adopted cc are moving toward

center-based programs.
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o IEP assessments are conducted by multi-disciplinary teams,
composed primarily of personnel from local Education and Health

Departments.

o Upon completion of the assessment process, an Individual
Education Plan MP] is developed for each client. County
education personnel acknowledge that the Individual Family Service

Plan called for in Part H is much more comprehensive than the rEP.

o rEP services are provided primarily by staff from local

Education and Health agencies, with counties providing related

services through the Health Department or through the Education

Department or by contracting to private providers.

o Relatively few counties under study offer sumer programs for
0-3 clients; in those counties that do provide summer services,

programs are organized as enrichment activities rather than as

continuations of the IEP services provided during the academic

year. In one county, a small summer program fur children with

handicaps is sponsored by the Department of Parks and Recreatian.

Most Education Department participants in this study felt that the passage of

this 1980 Education statute positions the State under study to be further

along in its planning for implementation of Part H of P.L. 99-457 than Chose

states without 0-3 Education programs.

By and large, county Health and Social Services Departments do not offer

services specifically for persons with handicaps and their families. However,

there are a number of programs and services available that are appropriate

for, mnd used by some of the client population whose income levels meet agency

eligibility requirements. These include:

o Community health nurses provided by the Health Department work
in the schools and make some home visits as a part of same county
Parent Infant Prosrmne.

o County Health Departments sponsor clinics where they do well-

child screening. One of the counties now has a specialty health
clinic for children with multiple handdcaps. Another county has

recently decided to eliminate its well-baby clinics. In two

counties, well-baby services have Leen contracted out to private

providers.
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o County Health Departments have High Risk Infant FlIlow4Up

Programs and neonatal care units; some potential lohrt H clients
are seen in these settings.

o All six county Health Departments sponsor Children's MWdical
Services Programs. These services axe offered to persons with
handicaps including technology-dependent persons through these
programs.

o County Social Services Departments currently subsidize programs
that provide respite care to families with handicapped children.
Participants in this study reported that, by and large, these
programs do not have adequate resources to serve the targeted

population. In one county, respite care is subsidized with
additional funds from the County Executive's Office;

o County Social Services Departments provide monies for day care

services for their clients. Children with handicaps up to age 18

are eligible for these services. A small amount of additional
money is pravided for families with haniimpped children. In one

county, additional funds for day care services are provided by the

County Executive's Office;

o There axe a number of Health Department and Social Services
Department programs designed both to reduce teenage pregnancies
and to provide assistance to teen Age mothers including clients
who have substance abuse and addiction prOblems.

In effect, the presence of a 0-3 Education statute in this State has, in

the judgement of the majority of respondents from Education Departments,

allowed State and local planners to put into place the skeleton of the service

delivery system that is mandated by Part H of P.L. 99-457. In later sections

of this report, issues that participants felt must be confronted in order to

expand the service delivery system to include the auditional services and

programs mandated by Part H and to accomodate its prevention-orientation

philosophy are addressed.

LOCAL INTERAOENCY ACTIVITIES

At this point in time, most local jurisdictions have interagency

committees that represent cooperative or coordinative initiatives between and



among local Health Departments, Boards of Education, County Executive Offices

and Departments of Social Services. Ekamples of local interagency activities

in tha State include:

o Each local jurisdiction has a Local Coordinating Council (LOC)

that serves as the local equivalent of the State Coordinating
Council in making recommendations for residential placements for

children with handicaps.

o The Parent Infant Program Advisory Council in one county has

been meeting every six weeks for the past ten years. Membership

has reaently been expanded to include representatives from the

Department of Social Services in addition to personnel from the

Health Department, private providers, the Education Department and

parents.

o Some counties have an intermgency council for children and

youth which falls under the jurisdiction of the County Executive's

Office. Representatives from the Education, HemIth and Social
Services Departments sit on these councils. In two oounties,

these councils have adopted aggressive roles in planning

coordinated services for children. Respondents report that the

councils in the remaining counties have played a. more passive role

to date.

o Two local jurisdictions reported that their interagency
commitbres formed to oversee the transition to work of persons
with handicaps are quite effective. Membership on these
committees includes representatives films business and industry,
private groups working with adults with disabilities as well as
from county Education and Social Services Departments.

o Two of the local jurisdictions under stuay that received a
grant from the State to develop model IFSP programs have
established an interagency committee to oversee these activities.
The remaining grant recipient under study expanded a long-standing
PIP interagency committee. Membership on these committees
includes representatives from Education, Health and Social
Services Departments, and in some instances private providers and
parents of infants and toddlers with handicaps. Participants

affirmed the need to plan these services collectively and to
involve all Agencies who might later be responsible for delivering
Part H services.

o One county has establiahed a Department of Family Resouroes
within the local governmental structure as well as a Commission on
Children and Youth. The Commission serves as a needs sensor for
the legislative and executive branches, identifying gaps in
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services and establishing interagency committees to study these
prdblems and make reoommendationa to deal with them. The
Department of Family Resources is responsible for coordination of
services in the county and works with public and private agencies
on theae county priorities for children and fmmilies. Many
respondents felt this would be the ideal location for Part H
planning initiatives in their county.

In effect, there are a number of single programs and services offered by

Health, Education and Social Servioes Departments in local jurisdictions in

this State, as well as a variety of experiences with interagency efforts at

the local level, all of which provide planners with a substantial base upon

which to develop comprehensive community-based Part H service deliverY

systems.

INFORMATION AND ACCESSIBILITY asnms

This section of the report includes a presentation and discussion of

issues which influence the ability of famdlies with special needs children [1]

to learn about services available to them and then [2] to access the service

delivery system. The perspectives of parents, pediatricians, and personnel

tram local Health, Education, and Social Services Departments were elicited

and are summarized here.

Accessibllity is a multi-faceted concept. When broken down into

relevant parts, level of accessibility can be determined by: [a] the extent

to utich all eligible clients are identified by service providers; [b] the

extent to which families of clients are made aware of the services available

to them; [c] the degree to which diagnostic and intake systems of State and

local service units facilitate obtaining appropriate services; [d] the extent

to which the Individual Family Service Plan (IFSP) reflects a true multi-

disciplinary effort to address the concerns of clients and their families; [e]
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the extent to which approval for State or federal assistance is timely and

consistent between agencies; and If] the adequacy of monitoring and follow-up

activities to insure the appropriateness and effectiveneRs of the rFsp. In

particular, data gathered for this study pertained to Dirties [a], [b] and [c].

Recommendations that emerged from datR collected Uhrowgh interviews with

parents, pediatricians and local service agency personnel about accessibility

issues are provided below. For each sample group, a description of [1] the

persona involved in the study; [2] the kinds of information required by those

persons and methods for disseminating that information; and [3] issues that

need to be addressed in order to insure that potential clients can access the

service delivery system as easily as possible. Data from each of the sample

groups are compared and a summary of central information and accessibility

issues is provided.

%We flgail PARENTS

Characteristics of the Sammao

Thirty parents were interviewed during five meetings held in locations

which corresponded to some of the local Jurisdictions in which Bducation,

Health, and Social Services personnel were interviewed. Three of the groups

were brought together by their respective school systems, one was convened

through the local ARC, and one through a private provider agency. Three of

the groups were ongoing parent support groups and the other two were groups of

parents brought together specifically for the occasion. All were volunteers

and were told that someone who is conducting a study about the new legislation

for infants and toddlers with handicaps and their families would like to talk

with them.
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In everycsae, the parents' children with handicaps were between the

ages of one and ten. A listing of the handichpping problems experienced by

the children of these parents is provided below:

EMLEN

2 Severe medical problems [hole in lung, frequent arrest,
closed skull)

2 Heart Defects
Born without Thyroid

1 Leukodystrophy
4 Speech and Language Problems
4 Down's Syndrome
3 Cerebral Phlsy
1 Cleft Lip and Palate
2 Legally Blind

2 Emotionally Disturbed
1 Colostomy
2 Mild Retardation
4 Autistic
1 Legally Blind and Cerebral Palsy

Mhny of these children were multiply involved, with problems in addition to

the ccnclitioms listed above.

Alla the handicapped children of these parents were receiving services

from their local school systems as e part of the 0-3 Education Program. Seven

were receilvingadWitional family support services from the private, non-profit

agency that:organized their parent support group. One child received training

in sign lainwage in the local community from the [State] Sdhool for the Deaf.

Seven had or T..ere receiving assistance through the respite care program which

is State supported. One child was enrolled in a Head Start progrmm.

Parerfts Oho participated in this study described their involvement with

the existirig service delivery system. In nine of the thirty cases, the

primary nary Vlysician directed the parents to the school system or to Child

Find soon after the handicapping conditions were identified. In twenty-one
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cases the parent found out about available school system services and programs

through friends and neighbors, personal calls and private agencies.

Tomes Related iro Diamposis

Eighteen of the thirty parents interviewed reported that diagnoses of

their children's handicaps did not occur rapidly enough. For tan of the

eighteen cases for which data are available, diagnosis of the handicep dad not

occur until the ages of six months (one case), one year (two cases), eighteen

months (one case), twenty-one months (one case), twenty-two months (cne ease),

two years (one case), twenty-seven months (one case), thirty-six months (ore

case), and forty-two months (one case). In almost all of these cases, the

parents had noticed symptoms of the problems before six months of Age,

including: refused to breast feed; never crying or making any noise;

poor coordination; no eye contact; didn't walk or crawl or talk; and

hyperactivity.

While physicians made referrals to other specialists or diagnostic

services in many cases, some parents reported that the primary oare physician

suggested waiting to aee if the baby outgrew the problem. Some of those

parents who were counseled to wait reported that their physicians treated them

as if they were "hysterical" or "overly c-Jnoerned" or just "not tco brisht."

This prdblem of late diagnosis was particularly evident in cases of autimn,

retardation, emotional disturbances and neurological dysfunctions [what the

parents refer to as "gray area" children; those who have identifiable problems

which do not fall within any established medical syndrome]. It should te

noted that half of the pediatricians interviewed for this study also expressed

concern about delays in diagnosis and identified a tendency on the pert of
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some of their colleagues to exercise excessive caution before referring

children to specialists for diagnosis of possible handicapping conditions.

If the timing of diagnosis reported by the limited rambers of people

involved in this study reflects a trend in the medical community, then a great

many children born with or contracting handicapping conditions early in life

may never receive Part H services under P.L. 99-457 since they are past ,two

years of age prior to diagnosis. It is possible that primary reliance in the

legislation upon a "develomental delay" definition for eligibility for

services will mitigate this problem since the symptoms may trigger eligibility

whether or not diagnosis is ccuplete; nevertheless, if there is an absence of

final diagnosis at an early age, nuaerous problems are likely to occur with

respect to determination of awropriate services.

In addition to early diagnosis, effective Part II service delivery systems

will depend upon the point at which chez ta actually begin to receive services.

The length of time defined by local school systems [as a part of the current

0-3 educational program] to identify clients, provide diagnostic services and

begin implementation of an Individual Education Plan [IEP] is a full six

months.

Figure 1 depicts the timeframe currently being followed by education

agencies in implementing P.L. 94-142. It should be noted that under P.L. 99-

457. This responsibility will not fall solely to education agencics; rather,

it will became a multi-agency responsibility.
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Figure 1

Referral

:7...Eyslued\

Annual Review
Eligibility

80 DayeReview

Individualized

instruction Education Program

1\.
Placement

Timeline for Special Education

Process Timeline
Screening requested
Screening completed .30 days (calendar)
Evaluation completed 45 days (calendar)
Eligibility decision 30 days (calendar)
Individualized Education
Pmgram (1111/) wriuen 30 days (calendar)
111P implemented 30 days (school)
11:P reviewed for appropriateness 60days (school)

Maximum total time: 9 months, 3 weeks

The situation is further exacerbated if the child is born in November of

the year, or later, since it is possible that the total process may not be

completed until the school year is almost over and the chilt will have to wait

until the following September for services to begin. From our interviews with

parents, it appears that there are very few, if any, services available during

the summer months and those which are available [in sone but not all local

jurisdictions] include very few children. Again, while P.L. 99-457 does

provide for services while diagnoses are being completed, the nature and
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extent of those servioes must, of necessity, be limited until the diagnosis is

completed; thus, full access to services might not occur until the child is

almost one year old, should current assessment arxl diagnostic prooedures be

followed for Part H clients.

Issues Related to Information

From the parents' point of view, there are two types of information tor

which they perceive a great need. The first is detailed information about the

nature of their children's handicapping conditions and the implications of

those disabilities for the children and their families. The second is

comprehensive information about the range of services and programs available

to them and the eligibility requirements for those programs and services.

Respondents indicated that the more information that parents have, the more

likely they axe to play a meaningful role in this process. In order to

facilitate obtaining timely and relevant information about the nature of their

children's problems and about services available for children with handicaps

and their families, tbe parents suggested a number of initiatives for

consideration and implementation by local service agencies and other Part H

planners. Their suggestions are presented and discussed below.

A oomprehensive directory of local andl state services

and programs for children with handicsps and their
families shouLd'be developed. Tbe directory should be
in printed form for general distribution to parents
and also available as part of the pUblic library on-

line information system.

Parents indicated that upon learning of their children's handicaps, they

do not know where to go or what to do. Usually they were referred to the

Child Find Program sponsored by local school systems. Once they found out
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where to go, they reported that the information given thansms limited to

those services which the local school system sakes available. They indicated

that these services may not cover the entire range of services that they

wished to consider. Parents stated that in order to exercise some control

over the nature of their children's treatments, they needed information about

all available options to the extent that they exist.

All parents involved in this study indicated that their counties should

gather and catalogue information about available services in different kinds

of directories. The parents requested Chat such directories contain

information about local and State servioes for children with different

handicapping conditions, including eligibility requirements for services,

names and phone numbers of contact persons, and available programs.

They indicated that the availability of this information would reduce

the inordinate amount of time parents devote to making appointments with

individual agencies only to learn that they and their children are not

eligible for the particular services. An associlftedmincern is that, within a

single agency [particularly Health and Social Services], there is often a need

to make separate appointments with difTerent individuals to find out about

specific programa.

Many local service providers involved in this study indicated that there

were directories of servicea available in their jurisdictions. However,

parents involved in this study were not able to obtain internal directories of

services currently in use by professionals within the agencies. Moreover,

parents did not use directories published by county government public

information offices or private providers. Most of the parents were not
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informed about them. Those who were aware indicated that they did not use the

existing directories because information was not specific enough about

disability issues.

Same parents requested that counties create on-line directory services

through the public library system. These directories should contain the same

information found in printed directories; however, it should be updated

periodically and be available to citizens seven days a week including non-

working hours. A system of this type could be updated frequently and would

serve as a supplement to the parent directory referred to earlier.

Parents also expressed a need to have similar comprehensive information

about medical servics. They recommended that:

A, directory of pediatricians and other medical
providers who are trained to work with children with
handdcaps should be made available in each local
jurisdiction.

Parents have experienced difficulty finding local physicians who are

skilled at working with children who have disabilities. In particular, they

are concerned about the lack of physicians who are trained to identify

developmental delay. Parents are familiar with the major medical centers that

specialize in work with children with handicaps, but need someone locally to

work with them. They note that the availability of such doctors is

particularly crit ual in determining the nature of any disabilities as early

as possible. A significant number of parent comments also focused on the need

for information about dentists and opthamologists who axe trained to work v,ith

children with handicapping conditions, particularly behavior disorders.
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Parents indicated that there is a signifiaant need to obtain information

in ways other than through directories. They made two reoommendations in this

area:

A central unit should he entabliiihed in each local
jurisdiction from Which parents with children with
handicepe can receive comprehensive infatuation.

Parents expressed the concern that there needs to be some method of

obtaining information about services and programs for children with

disabilities and their families in one central location. This would eliminate

the need for long delays incurred while waiting for information and

appointments with personnel from many service agencies and units. This unit

would collect information about services available for clients with specific

kinds of disabilities as well as about eligibility requirements for the

various programs and services. They also recommended that

A resource area with information about handicapping
conditions be establinbed in the main librery in eadh
local jurisdiction.

Parents have requested that a single area of the main library in each

local jurisdiction be designated for information about handicapping

conditions. Their concern is that ieormation be available about both the

handicaps and the impact an families over time. In a great many cases,

parents noted that their long-range family planning [i.e., wills, health

plans, consideration of job ctfers, purchasing of new homes] was likely to be

affected by such considerations.

In sum, parents suggested that information be stored and dissemdnated in

these two central locations: a new central county unit and the main library.

Some parents expressed the concern that making such information available NW
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necessary but not sufficient to reach some parents. In addition. they

repoisemmied that

Non-traditioaal strategies should be used to sake low
inoome and geographimay imolmted families swore or
services and progrmms available to them.

Anumber of the parents interviewedl described themselves as being just

above the income level at which they would qualify for free health and social

services benefits. They were, however, concerned that some families who would

qualify for such benefits were not aware of the services or program for which

they were eligible. These families were, they felt, "falling through the

cracks." In both the rural and urbanized areas of the State in Which the

study was undertaken, it was reported that there are numerous families with

young children who have handicaps or demonstrate serious developmental deLays

and who are not aware of services available to them and their children. En

many cases these parents may not even be aware that their children have a

handicapping condition since no explicit medical problem exists. The parents

interviewed felt that, in order to reach these families, it would be necessary

to mount an aggressive infonsation campaign using non-traditional strategies

for disseminating information, such as working through churches and local

recreation centers.

Issues Related to Amesifbilitr

Phrents of children with hendicaps also expressed concern with the

degree to which services for which they are eligible are also accessible.

Accessibility refers to the speed with which they and/or their children are

able to enter the service delivery system, and those associated issues related

to their ability to take advantage of services for which they are eligible.
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The recommendations made by parents of children with handicaps to facilitate

accessibility to service *. are described below.

Diagnostic centers thst work especially with infants
and toddlers with handicaps aid their families should
be establiahed in each local jurisdiction.

The parents recommended that diagnostic centers for infants and toddlers

and their families be established in each local Jurisdiction. These centers

should be staffed with full-time personnel capable of determining whether or

not an identifiable handicap exists. The diagnostic center should have the

capability to diagnose educational, health, and family needs of those children

and their families. The children and their families could then be referred to

those agencies having services for which they are eligible.

Parents also indicated that the diagnoses developed by the diagnostic

center ahould then be accepted by all of the relevant agencies and ahould

replace the need for separate screening, evaluation, and eligibility

determinations in each agency or in units within the agencies. Parents

recommended that the information needed by all of the local agencies be

obtained in these centers, preferably on a single information form,

facilitating determinations of eligibility for services from all local and

State agencies. It should be noted that several local service agency

personnel involved in this study indicated that there might be a problem with

confidentiality under such a system. Parents, they felt, would need to be

willing to sign release forms that would enable the sharing of such client

information.

Once families have obtained appropriate diagnoses, they are required to

deal with individual service agencies. Parents reported tnmt they often
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emounter difficulties in working with these agencies. Thus, they recommnded

that

An alibudsman should be available in each county to
assist in solving problems encountered by pusnEnte
seeking services for their special needs Children.

Parents strongly recommended the appointment of an individual or unit to

serve as an ombudsman or advocate for the handicapped and their families.

This individual or unit should be situated in the Executive Office of the

locality and serve a function similar to that played by local Consumer

Protection Agencies and Offices For The Elderly. They indicated that an

agency ombudsman could serve as a mediator, alleviating parental concerns that

have often turned into litigation with P.L. 94-142. Moreover, negative

feelings over perceived instances of discriminatory behavior or exclusion from

services could be thus addressed in a positive manner.

Parents reported that they had some difficulty using agency services.

They made the following recommendations which they felt would make it easier

to obtain these services. First,

Local agencies should extend their hours of service
delivery to accommodate working parents.

It was strongly recommended that all local agencies extend their hours

of service delivery for children with handicaps and their families to include

a few evenings each week and some weekend hours. From the parent's

perspective, the hours during which agency services [i.e., clinics, education

programs, parent training, physical therapy, occupational therapy, and speech

therapy) are offered are so limited that many parents axe unable to both work

and obtain services for their children, even though they have a significant
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need for the incone that such work would provide.

In addition, parents suggested that they have a need for sibling day

care services during the time that they bring their children with handicaps to

agencies for services and diagnoses. Thus, they requested that

Local agencies shouldpramide assistance with sibling

day care while pareAsare with children with
handicaps reoeiving services.

Some of the parents explained that they missed appointments for service

delivery because baby-sitters for their other children did not show up as

scheduled, or were not available, or were not affordable. It was strongly

recommended that some type of day care be made available for siblings while

parents and their children with handicaps are at appointments or receiving

services in local Agencies.

In addition, parents e-171ressed the need for respite care to be available

to families because of the hardships associated with having a family member

with handicaps. They recommended that

Information be made available to feailies with
children with handicaps about cfportumities for
respite care in esch local jurisdiction.

One hundred sixty-four hours of home respite care a year are available

to parents of children with handicaps through a State-supported program. Of

the parents interviewed, approximately one-third were not aware of this

service. For those who were aware of the service, the great majority

indicated that they had never benefitted from the program because either all

available funds at the local level were expended well before the year was

over, or because personnel were not available to provide the service. The

County Executive in one of the counties under study provided additional
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resources for respite care, but personnel acknowledged that they were still

insufficient to meet the needs of clients. Parents recommended that some more

equitable means of distributing available funds be developed and that, in

cases where qualified respite workers were not availabae, parents of children

with handicaps be trained to provide the service for each other.

In addition, parents reported that often famdlies do not receive or use

needed services simply because they have no way to get to them. Thus they

recommended that

When necessary, local service agencies shoadmcmide
transportation to services for infants and toddlers
with handicaps and their parents.

Parental concern was expressed about the fact that a number of the local

jurisdictions in which interviews were held do not have public transportation,

thus making it extremely difficult to take advantage of available services.

Parents involved in this study expressed appreciation of the fact that most

local school systems did provide transportation for both parents and children

to insure participation in Parent Lnfant Training Programs. Particular

concern was expressed about access to services provided by Health and Social

Services agencies. Parents felt that such services should be made available

in all the local jurisdictions when necessary.

The preceding accessibility recommendations would be of assistance to

families and children with handicaps who are aware of the availability of

services. However, parents involved in this study reported that there were

many parents of infants and toddlers with handicaps who are not aware of, or

using, the service delivery system. Thus, they recommended that
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Agencies should establish aggressive outreach programs
in orAer ta insure that all eligible families enter

the service delivery mystea.

Among some of the parents interviewed, there was a perception that a

great many families that are eligible for services do not receive them.

Respondents identified a number of possibde causes of the problem. Some

parents do not have information about what services are available. Other

parents lack sophistication in negotiating the obstacles to entry into the

service delivery system. Many parents lack the tolerance levels required to

keep calling until they reach the "right" people. In the case of low income,

or indigent families, parents are seeking to avoid the "stigma" of reoeiving

county services or the "label" of identifying their children as handicapped,

retarded, or emotionally disturbed.

The establishment of some means of bringing these families into the

service delivery system was strongly encouraged by the parents. Some of their

suggestions included that local service agencies adopt aggressive information

distribution strategies, enhance child find efforts, and provide better

information to physicians about referral procedures.

Parents also expressed major concerns about the costs of supporting

their children with handicaps and made the following recommendation.

Local service agencies should reexamine their
financial eligibility mquirementg: in order to make
accommodations for the extra expel.tes incurred by
families with children with handicaps.

A number of the parents interviewed noted that their family income

levels fell slightly above the cut-off point for free or reduced-cost services

from Health and Social Services agencies, thus largely excluding them from
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such benefits as might be provided. This problem did not apply to educational

services since State Lmw requires the delivery of free and appropriate

services for all persons with handicaps between the ages of 0 and 21. The

inequity expressed by many of these parents was that maintenance of a child

with handicaps [particularly multiple handicaps] often necessitates excessive

costs that are not factored into the determination o: income eligibility. For

example, one parent expends $65-$70 per month for Pampers for a seven-year-old

with Cerebral Palsy. Agency personnel who participated in this study

indicated that in some localities consideration is given to these costs

resulting in a somewhat :lexitIle scale, while in other counties agency

personnel adhere to the "letter of the law." Parents strongly recommend that

excessive non-medical costs of maintaining a child with handicaps be

considered when determining income eligibility for services in all counties.

Finally, parents indicated that there was often a gap in needed services

provided to their children with handicaps because of the academic year

calendar used by local school systems. Therefore, they recommended that

Local service agencies should recognize the need for
sumer services for infanta and toddlers with
handicaps and take steps to provide such services.

All of the parents interviewed indicated that their children received

services from the local school systems. Parents were particularly concerned

that almost no services were available to children with handicaps during the

summer months, and the few that were available were very limited in terms of

scope and number of children served. The major concern expressed by the

parents was that some children with handicaps tend to forget what they have

learned without frequent reinforcement, and that the summer months constitute
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a long period of time with no systematic reinforcement of lessons learned

during the academic year.

WENS OF PEDIATRICIANS

Characteristics of the Sammie

In order to obtain pediatricians' views about information and

accessibility issues, nine practicing pediatricians from six different local

jurisdictions were interviewed. Of the nine, one works in a research teaching

hospital and 4s , developmental pediatrician, five were in private practice as

developmental pediatricians, and three were in ceneral pediatrics practice.

The names of the pediatricians interviewed were obtained from a variety of

sources: [1] paients of children with handicaps; [2] local service agency

personnel; and [3] physician referral services.

TWo of the participating pediatricians reported that they had mdnimal or

no involvement with children with handicaps in their oractices, three

described themselves as having some involvement with these children, and four

had extensive involvement with these children. The names of two of the last

four were provided by parents of children with handicaps. Many parents

reported that they share the names of pediatricians who work with children

with handicaps among themselves at the various parent support groups to which

they belong.

The majority of the pediatricians involved in this study demonstrated a

sensitivity to the wide range of needs that famdlies of children with

handicaps must confront. While they supported the intent of Part H

legislation to provide family support services to these clients, they were
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concerned Chat inadequate attention to medical issues may result from

increased emphasis on providing family support services.

Only two of the pediatricians were familiar with the Part H legislation

and, to a lesser extent, with the kinds of planning activities that were being

pursued both by the State and the local jurisdictions to implement that

legislation. After being provided with some of that information by the

researchers, all but two indicated that Part H planning needed to occur in

close cooperation with the medical community. The early intervention focus of

the legislation, they felt, could not be accomplished without the involvement

of hospitals, medical social workers and practicing physicians. Pediatricians

strongly recommended that coordinatima &Part II services include substantisd

involvement of hospitals, physicians and public health officials.

In addition, several articulated a concern about the case management

requirement in the legislation. Five of the physicians wh.- were interviewed

believed that the requirement to appoint a case manager for each client and

his/her family will be a problem. In addition to their belief that the use of

a case manager "puts another layer of bureaucracy" between the child and the

primary provider, they were concerned about whether persons who fulfilled

those responsibilities would have the necessary skills.

Issues Related to Information

The pediatricians interviewed described two types of information needs:

[1] those which they felt would improve their ability to serve children with

handicaps and their families in the referral process; and [2] those which they

described the parents of children with handicaps as needing. They recommended

that the following steps be taken to meet information needs that would
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facilitate the physicians' ability to refer these children and their families.

Physicians should be provided with an organized
compilation of information about available support
services for infants and, toddlers with handicaps ard

their families.

In order to provide their patients and their families with appropriate

assistance, the pediatricians indicated a desperate need for an organized

listing of public and private health, education, and family support services

available from the State and in local jurisdictions. This information should

include telephone numbers and names of contact persons with whom their offices

could make contact. At the present time, they note that such information is

available only in bits and pieces, and two indicated that a primary source of

information at the present time is the 'Yellow Pages."

In addition to obtaining information about existing services and

programs, most of the pediatricians involved in this study indicated that

there is also a need to provide training and information about

developmental pediatrics to pediatricians. Thus, they recommended that

The Academy. of Pediatrics should provide opportunities
for practicing physicians to gain information abourm"
diagnostic techniques associated with detecting
developmental delay conditions.

A need for information and training about identification of handicapping

and developmental delay conditions was expressed by five of the pediatricians.

It should be noted that a number of physicians working in county Health

Departments also identified this need.

Respondents indicated that the more obvious handicapping conditions,

such as Spina Bifida, were easy to diagnose, but that those conditions which

characterized the "gray area" children were difficult to diagnose, prescribe
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for, or to determine appropriate referrals. Respondents suggested that

pediatricians who completed their training within the past eight to ten years

were likely to have more familiarity with these techniques; however, even most

of them articulated a need for periodic opportunities to learn about new

developments and techniques in this area.

Several respondents indicated that as a result of physician inability to

diagnose prdblems associated with developmental delay with confLdence, Mere

is a teindency on the part agorae physicians tiD midt until Me next "regu/ar"

vhgit (usually.in six to nine nulnths) before referring the child ND specialistsfor

further diagnosis.

In addition, many of the families with children with handicapping

conditions rely on general practitioners for initial family medical needs,

diagnoses, and referrals. The pediatricians indicated that there is also a

need to reach general practitioners with information about handicapping

conditions and developmental delay to facilitate the diagnostic and

referral process. It was felt that this would enhance earlier intervention.

Pediatricians requested information about special t4Ilahnology and

equipment available for children with handicaps. They recommended that

Information should be provided to physiciano about
special teChnology and eqpipment available for infants
and toddlers with handicaps.

Pediatricians who have been involved with children with handicaps in

their practice indicated a need for information to be provided to physicians

about the special equipment appropriate for children with various types of

handicaps, as well as the sources for obtaining this equipment. These items

include, but are not lAmited to, special car seats for children with casts,
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adapted furniture for children with special needs, and adapted clothing for

children with handicaps.

Three of the pediatricians who participated in this study requested

information about strategies to assist parents and families to cope with the

special needs and challenges inherent in daily living with infants and

toddlers with handicapping conditions.

Pediatricians involved in this study were also asked to identify the

kind of information that they feel is needed by parents of children with

hardicaps. Their recommendations are described below.

Each local jurisdiction should provide &central
location where parents can go to Obtain information
about services and should developa, directory of sudh

services for parents.

Six of the respondents felt that parents of infants and toddlers with

handicapping conditions need a central location where they can obtain

information about available educational, public health and famdly support

services. They indicated that it was unreasonable to expec". parents to figure

out for themselves what services are available and how to access them without

some assistance from the professional community.

Three physicians felt that parents need to be better informed about the

programs and services to which they are legally entitled. Such knowledge

could be enhanced if a directory of services and eligibility guidelines were

available to both parents and pediatricians. They also need to be more aware

of their rights with respect to decision-making about the services received by

their children; this includes better information about their options in those

cases where they disagree with agency decisions about their children.
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Most of the pediatricians who participated in the study indicated that

parents also needed information about how to recognize delays or abnormalities

in their children's development processes. Therefore, they recommended that

Information about the child development process Should
be made readily available to parents, especially
parents of newborns.

Since parents are the most intense observers of their children and have

extensive opportunities to do so repeatedly in a variety of settings, they

need to be made aware of the developmental stages through which children

progress and the types of behriviors that are met common in each of the

developmental stages. At the present time, parents are often not able to

identify specific indicators of problems that their children have. Often,

they bring their children in with the general impression that "something is

wrong," but the doctors are not able to diagnose the specific nature or

genesis of a problem within the brief span of time that constitutes an office

visit without more specific indicators of the problem.

Physicians suggested a number of strategies for providing such

information. They include: (1) the production and dissemination of a pamphlet

which describes the developmental stages; [2] sponsorship of parent training

classes in this area by local Health agencies, andior as a part of

requirements for high school graduation; and [3] public information seminars

(perhaps at local libraries] and articles in newsletters and local newspapers

through which pediatricians would provide this information to parents. 'No of

the pediatricians who participated in this study are involved in such

activities; they reported that parents did, in fact, use such information to

identify in their children same indicators of possible handicapping conditions
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[i.e., being sick earlier and more often than normal, lack of coordination,

and problems with language acquisition].

Issues Related to Accessibility

A number of issues about accessibility to services for families with

children with handicaps were raised by the pediatricians. Five of those

interviewed expressed concern about the quality of services received by

families on medical assistance. They recommended that

Public policies and practices need to be reexamined to
determine whether they support a prevention
orientation to provision of services to families on

medical assistance.

A number of pediatricians expressed concern about the nature of the

medical assistance program. They identified several practices that indicated

to them that support was only minimally available to families on medical

assistance for diagnosing developmental delays. They indicated that regular

check-ups are not completely subsidized by the medical assistance program and

that real costs of providing a thorough medical examination far exceed

reimbursement levels. On the other hand, visits to physicians for crises

situations are, in their judgements, adequately reimbursed by the medical

assistance program.

Families on medical assistance are advised to get routine check-ups for

their children at Well Baby Clinics [where they still exist in local

jurisdictions]. The pediatricians reported that these clinics often do not

include, as part of their regular services, diagnostic procedures for

identifying developmental delay. Mhny pediatricians and Health Department

personnel involved in this study indicated that Well Baby Clinics are
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overburdened by too few staff and too many clients; therefore, the time

necessary for such diagnostic screening is not available at present.

A few pediatricians suggested that local jurisdictions consider

enhancing the capacities of Well Baby Clinics. Many clients who are likely to

need careful developmental screening for their infants already use these

clinics. Therefore, it was recommended that additional resources be provided

to this Health Department program in order to add staff trained to do these

evaluations and to increase their current capacity to serve in a preventative

mode.

The presence of a multiply involved handicapped child in families

imposes extraordinary financial hardships on families with incomes just above

the medical assistance line. Therefore, physicians recommended that

Local Jurisdictions should consider providing same
medical assistanoe to families just above minimal
income levels who have children with handicaps.

For families who fall just above the income levels required for free or

subsidized services, costs for regular check-ups and developmental screening

from their private providers are often beyond their means. Mbnies devoted to

medical expenses in budgets of low income families with children with

handicaps necessarily get used to deal with crises situations more often than

for prevention of future problems. The unintended consequence of existing

policies about eligibility for medical assistance is Chat the "haves" and the

"have nots" are bette: able to gain access to preventative services than the

"almost haves." Several pediatricians who participated in this study felt

that this was particularly problematic for such families who have children
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with handicaps, because these children's medical conditions are exacerbated by

delays in diagnosis of developmental problems.

Several pediatricians recognized problems associated with the geographic

distribution of services in the State under study and recommended that

State and local Part H planners should recognize the

probleme inherent in geographic distribution of

services for children with handicaps in the State.

Services for children with handicaps and their families tend to be more

available in some parts of the State than others. In general, this

distribution is related to density of population and/or wealth. That is, in

the local jurisdictions that are predominantly urban and/or suburban, more

extensive services are available. For those in the more remote parts of ,he

State, or even of the counties that are predominantly suburban, prohibitively

long distances must be traveled to obtain the specialized diagnostic and

medical services required by children with handicaps. In same cases, there is

no guarantee that families will be referred to the non-local, specialized

services or that they will have access to them if referred. In many cases,

referral and access to special services depends upon where you live and/or who

your pediatrician is.

Some physicians reported that there is variance in the number and

quality of services that children with handicaps and their families receive in

different local jurisdictions. They recommend that

Local service agencies should review the extent to

which clients reoeive needed services; steps should be

taken to allocate reeources equitably and to fill gaps

in available services.
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For many families, the amount of services that a child or family

receives depends Largely on where you live, the resources available at the

local level, and the degree to which parents are able to access the service

delivery system. The diagnosed needs of the child are no longer the primary

determinant of services that the child receives. Pediatricians, as well as

parents, reported that services made availeble to children by same local

agencies tend to conform to local resource allocations rather than to what

will enable the children to minimize or overcome particular disabilities.

More uniform criteria for type and amount of services at the local levels is

needed, as well as consistent interpretation of those guidelines by agency

personnel within and between agencies.

In addition to alleviating possible inconsistent allocation of existing

resources to families, physicians involved in this study indicated that

families needed additional support services not currently available through

the public agencies. These include:[1] counseling to enable these families to

accept the problems of handicaps; [2] assistance in understanding and coping

with the impact of children with handicaps on other family members; [3]

assistance with family management; [4] advice on immediate and long-term

financial planning; and [5] support which addresses quality of life issues for

both the child and the family.

VIEWS OP LOCAL SWIM AGENCY PERSONNEL

Characteristics of the Sample

A total of forty-seven local service agency personnel from six local

jurisdictions were interviewed: 17 in Social Services, 13 in Educaticn, 16 in

Health Departments, and i County Office official. In general, those in the
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Social Services agencies worked in units that dealt with services to families

and child day care as well as those in the protective services area. Within

Education agencies, directors of special education and student support

services, interagency specialists, child find personnel and early childhood

specialists comprised the population interviewed. Generally, the personnel

interviewed from Health Departments were from units representing mental

health, school health services, family health, nursing services, and services

to children. The representative of a county executive office who was

interviewed was from a unit involved with total county coordination of issues

pertaining to children and youth. Only one of the counties under study had

such an office.

All interviewees were professionals who expressed a sincere interest in

determining their responsibilities under Part H. With veryfeurexceptions,

these personnel from the various service agencies expressed an interest in

learning about parent and pediatnician views &accessibility, and in exploring

ways in wtdch their respective agencies can address those hmues as a part of

the Part Afplanninginitiative.

Issues Related to Information

Local service agency personnel were asked both to react to Brae of the

accessibility issues that were identified by parents and pediatricians and to

identify those issues that they felt wculd need to be addressed about

information needs and progrmm accessibility issues. By and large, they

identified issues related to the need for additional information on the part

of parents and the agencies. The following is a summary of those issues.

They rewmaanded that
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Public service agencies should be provided with
additionel resources to enable agency personnel to
develop active outreach programs for families with
children who may be experiencing dnvelormenW delays.

At present, very little outreach is undertaken by the local Health,

Education and Social Services agencies to provide information to parents of

children with handicaps. The belief has expressed by the majority of local

agency personnel involved in this study that almost all children with

significant handicaps are identified thrcugh existing information channels,

but that many mildly delayed children may escape identification. En addition,

in one of the local jurisdictions in which interviews were held, there is a

problem identifying children with handicaps who are in non-Ehglish speaking

families or in families where the parents are illegal aliens.

Most personnel who were interviewed agreed that outreach by public

agencies is necessary to insure thA the client population is identified;

however, they do not believe that outreach is feasible for their agencies

without a major increase in resources. It was noted that many parents are not

aware of the programs and services available to them and that the problem is

exacerbated by the fact that many pediatricians are also not aware of

available services and programs. This lack of information impacts most

severely on those in the lower income categories. Personnel from Health,

Education, and Social Services Departments indicated that they already have

more clients than they have resources to handle, without undertaking an

aggressive outreach program. A number expressed concern that their respective

agencies would be inundated with an unmanageable number of clients. This

problem would be further exacerbated, in almost all of their judgments, should
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the Part H client group be expanded to include environmentally at risk

children.

Finally, agency personnel reported that the continuum of services needed

by children who have severe handicapping conditions is not available in all

parts of the State or in all parts of each of the local jurisdictions. This

is particularly true with respect to appropriate hospital facilities, but also

affects such areas as sapportive services and medical personnel trained to

work with those having handicaps. Families who reside in rural and remote

areas of the counties under study are at a distinct disadvantage in this

respect.

Directories should be available in ea& local
Jurisdiction that provide information about specific
programa and services available to infante and

toddlers with handicaps and their families.

The majority of personnel from local Social Services, Health and

Education agencies involved in this study indicated that information about

programs and services should be made available for parents seeking assistance

for their children with handicapping conditions. Very few objections were

voiced about including information about eligibility requirements and contact

persons, as requested by parents and pediatricians involved in this study.

However, many thought that such directories were already available. In

point of fact, one of the local jurisdictions in which interviews took place

has a directory specifically related to educational services available for

children with handicaps; it is available to parents of these children upon

request. The remaining jurisdictions have directories of all local services

and programs for use by professional agency personnel, but not for parents.
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None of the exicting directories include eligibility data.

In addition to the need to develop systematic information about prograns

and services for parents of infants and toddlers with handicaps, local service

agencies need to engage in broad public relations activities to ensure Chat

such information reaches potential clients. A significant number of these

respondents indicated that a major public relations program about available

services and programs is needed, and that in some cases, available literature

about programs is confusing. Some advertising of public programs and services

takes place in the local jurisdictions [i.e., child find, radio advertising,

health fairs, and in the library], but the only one of these directly related

to children with handicaps and their families is Child Find. In addition,

same agency personnel also cited the need to provide more information to

pediatricians about available services and programs.

Agency personnel made the following recommendations about issues that

needed to be addressed in order that they wculdl have adequate information to

conduct Fart H programs efficiently.

Local service agency personnel need improved
communication channels with hospitals and inproved

clientdatAs bases in crder to facilitate the

development of an early intervention service delivery

system.

Many major handicapping cor tions are apparent in the hospital at the

time of birth or soon after, but the local agencies are not always apprised of

the occurrence. As a result, there are instances where the parents are not

made aware of community services available to them and their children as early

as is needed.
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Respondents from local Health and Social Services agencies indicated

that no separate statistics are maintained for children with handicaps and

their families in their agencies. As a result, they cannot identify from

their total client base the number of families having children with handicaps,

or the types of handicaps represented in their clientele.

In addition, they reported that agencies organize their client data

bases differently and currently use non-compatible hardware amd software

programs. Therefore, it is necessary to develop a system for integrating

common information bases that would be of assistance to all service agencies.

It should be noted that the State Infants And Toddlers Program has developed a

system that can accomodate five specific client identifiers amd can be

accessed through linking software and boards across agencies. These

procedures and technologies would enable integration of the diverse data

information systems currently in use in the service agencies.

Most respondents agreed that the availability of such a common and

compatible data base wmild enhance their collective ability to provide services

tzo Part II clients.

Issues Reatted to Accessibility

All agency personnel involved in this study expressed major concerns

about their units' capacities to respond to many of the program accessibility

issues identified by parents and pediatricians. Their concerns are presented

below.

EXisting educational programs already impose financial
hardships on agency budgets; extensive new resouroes
are required to implement Part H programs.
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The concern was particularly prevalent among Education personnel and was

associated primarily with the cost of related services which included

occupational therapy, physical therapy and speech therapy. Respondents

Lndicated that the cost of providing these services, either by hiring

additional personnel or by contracting with pevate providers to implement the

State law which requires a free and appropriate education for all children

with handicaps from age 0-21, has become excessive. As one person from an

Education agency remarked, "there is a reluctance to refer children for

related services because parents will then ask the sdhools to pay for those

services." En part to deal with this issue, schools have dram very rigid

definitions of what constitutes an educational service as opposed to a medical

service. Concern was also expressed about the fact that the number of special

education students is increasing much faster than the number of other students

and that this will drain off the resources available to other students.

At present, Education, Social Services and Health
Departments have severe shortages of personnel; Part H
implementation will require the expansion oral:sacs
staffs and extemsive retraining of existing Personnel.

Personnel in Health and Social Services agencies noted that the

magnitude of the-potential clientele in their communities [i.e., all the

people who might qualify for services but have not entered the system to seek

such services] far exceeds the capacity of those agencies to handle that

number of clients. Without seeking additional clients, they already have more

clients than they can deal with. Respondents in all the agencies perceive a

shortage of qualified personnel to work with infants and toddlers with

handicaps under present conditions, and predict that this situation will be
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exacerbated with the implementation of Part H.

Agency personnel reported that shortages of trained personnel will

seriously impair the delivery of Part H services in a timely and effective

manner. One of the most serious potential consequences of these staff needs

(and of the availability of resources described earlier) is that dehkys will be

inevitable between identeicatkm, evaluation and service implementation.

A seoond consequence of this shortage of resources and staff, in the

judgement of the majority of respondents in local service agencies, is that it

is unlikely that agency hours can be expanded, as requested by parents.

Personnel in all of the agencies indicated that this would pose a problem with

respect to available personnel and financial resources. In one of the local

jurisdictions, the Health Department keeps its clinics open late ane evening a

week. The Social Services agencies also are open one evening each week. One

school system is currently establishing a staff position for afternoons and

early evenings so some services and staff will be available in late afternoons

and early evenings. All indicate that it would pose substantial problems to

be open on weekends or to increase evening hours. In general, agency hours

correspond to the same hours that parents must work. As a result, in a number

of cases, the mothers interviewed are unable to work since they must be

available to transport their children to services and programs during the

working day. Another consequence is that, often, only the non-working parent

is available to meet with agency personnel, since the other parent is at work

and it is too costly to miss work.
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SUMMARY OP INFORMAMN AND ACCESSIBILITY ISSUES

The information presented in the "Matrix of Information and

Accessibility Needs" [refer to Figure 2 on the following page) was synthesized

from all the comments presented in this section. In some cases, che "X's" are

the result of comments made and embedded within a discussion of other

information/accessibility issues; in all cases, the comment selected to

represent an "X" was taken out of context only if it specifically related to

the concern under consideration.

Parents' information and accessibility needs were obtained during the

parent group interviews. Pediatricians' perspectives of their own needs and

those of parents were obtained during individual interviews held throughout

the State. With regard to aooessibility issues, pediatricians focused

primarily on the needs of parents. Therefore, the accessibility issues

section of the matrix does not list a discrete section with pediatricians'

needs. Ln order to obtain the perceptions of service agency personnel, they

were shown a partial listing of parents' concerns and asked to respond to the

listing. The "Vs" on the agency personnel line represent those needs that

service agency personnel acknowledged as requiring attention if available

rescurces or personnel permitted.

Infqpiation Needs

A review of the information needs listing in the "Matrix" indicates that

all those interviewed are seeking additional information that will enable them

to carry out their responsibilities more efficiently and effectively. The

parents of children with handicaps are seeking information that will permit

them to obtain as many of the services needed by their children as possible.
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Some pediatricians are in need of information that will enable them to develop

better diagnoses of special needs children with greater speed and then to

provide accurate information to parents about their next steps in providing

services for their children. The service agency personnel feel that better

channels of communication need to be established with area hospitals and

between agencies -- particularly with regard to their ability to share

information about clients whose needs involve multiple agencies.

By and large, the parents interviewed were able to obtain most or all of

the services for which they were eligible. As they described it, they had the

persistence to keep calling until they found the correct contact persons and

the frustration tolerance levels to cope with the bureaucratic systems with

which they had to deal. Even in the cases of these parents, however, it was

evident to the interviewers that, in a few instances, there were some services

for which they were probably eligible and of which they had no knowledge.

This raises significant questions about the ability of other parents

with special needs children, those without the needed time, perseverance,

andior frustration tolerance levels, to learn about or to obtain the services

for which they and their children are eligible. Both the parents and

pediatricians expressed serious concern about the ability of low income

parents to learn about or to access the services for which they were probably

eligible. While acknowledging this as a significant concern, service agency

personnel were also legitimately concerned about the source of monetary and

personnel resources that would be required to cope with this potential influx

of clients.
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Given the requirements of Part H, however, the need 'a provide

information about available services to a broader population is evident.

Thus, the expressed needs of parents for directories, referral offices, on-

line directory services, central resource rooms, and the use of non-

traditional means for reaching those who commonly "fall through the cracks"

indicate a need for the use of multiple strategies in seeking those who will

be eligible for Part H services. Each of these methods for disseminating

information and identifying clients is necessary, but no one is sufficient to

reach the potential array of Part H clients.

Accessibility Needs.

For the most part, the accessibility concerns of parents focused on ease

of entry into the service delivery system, speed of assessment procedures, and

rapidity of service delivery implementation. Those parents, particularly

those with special needs children in the 0-2 years old range, were well aware

of the high cost of delaying the start of services to remedy the symptoms

manifested by their children. Parents who had to wait from six months to two

years before final diagnoses of their children's ailments were available and

delivery of services could oommence were quite bitter about the experience.

The provisions in Part H for service delivery to begin if there is an evident

need while diagnostic work is undertaken should alleviate this problem.

The second area of concern expressed by parents relates to the type and

amounts of services which their children receive. They perceive significant

gaps in the services available, and particularly with respect to the needs of

families with handicapped children. Among the services needed, but not

available, were family counseling, marital counseling, family financial
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planning assistance, summer educational experiences, and counseling to meet

the needs of children with handicaps. The pediatricians also voiced similar

needs for the families of special needs children.

A third area of concern, expressed by both parents and pediatricians,

dealt with the amount of services available. This concern was &rected

primarily at the area of supportive services such as speech therapy,

occupational therapy, and physical therapy. Their concern was that, for many

of the children with handicaps, provision of these services once and sometimes

twice a week (with few, if any, services during the periods schools were

closed) was inadequate to effectively remedy the conditions for which they

were prescribed.

Part H planning initiatives wouad be immeasurably strengthened if

attention is paid to addressing these accessibility and information issues. By

and large, while State and local Part H paanners understood and acknowledged

these identified needs, they are not being dealt with systematically in

current planning activities at the local level. Without a deliberate focus on

accessibility concerns in the development process, there is a danger that the

resulting Part H service delivery system will be less accessible than what

parents, pediatricians, and local service agency personnel believe is

necessary. It should be noted that the State under study will propose to

address a number of these accessibility recommendations as part of its third

year planning activities.
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PLANNING ISSUES AND CONCERNS IN LOCAL JURISDICTIONS

OMNI
Planning initiatives associated with the Part H initiative are at best a

complex process. As indicated earlier, the legislation includes a number of

perspectives that are not compatible with existing local service delivery

systems. These include the early intervention focus, the family support

services orientation and the overarching need for interagency coordination and

collaboration. In order to address all of these issues adequately, community-

based, prevention-oriented service delivery systems will need to be put in

place, which might function separately from the existing service delivery

structure. It is through the development of these discrete systems that local

service agencies and State units can gain the flexibility to experiment with

ways to respond to the three unique dimensions of the Ftrt H initiative.

Findings from data collected from repreeentatives of local Health,

Social Services and Education agencies are presented in this zection of the

report. Participants indicated that in their judgements planning activities

in local ommunities at this point in time await direction from the State.

Therefore, information was collected on issues that they perceive will need to

be addressed by both local and State planners once local Part H planning

begins.

The majority of participants in this study from the six involved

counties identified three sets of activities that State planners have engagel

in with local jurisdictions: [1] the ICC has held a series of informational

meetings around the State for interested parties from the local jurisdictions;

[2] five grants have been awarded to different counties to develop model
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processes for the Individual Family Service Plan [IFSP]; and [3] Lnfants And

Toddlers Program staff have engaged in data collection activities in county

service agencies. The ICC and the Infants And Toddlers Program have been

engaged in a number of additional sets of activities designed to set up the

statewide system described in the legislation, which are described in a later

section of this report. At this point in time, service agency personnel in the

counties reported that they are continuing to pursue activities associated

with implp-mentation of the State 0-3 Education statute while awaiting guidance

from the State about what will be required for Part H service delivery.

An unintended consequence of this delay is that budgets for Fiscal Year

'90 have just been submitted by county agency personnel in local

jurisdictions. No specific line item requests for development of Part H

services and programs were included in these budget requests by Health and

Social Services Departments. Moreover, Education personnel reported that in

their budget requests, there was a very limited diversion of existing

resources to the Part H initiative; rather, funds in local Education

Department budgets were designated to provtde ongoing support to programs

associated with the 0-3 Education program. Either adjustments in Me .'90

budgets or requests for supplemental monies will need tA7 be made toinsure the

availability of resources necesaary to support Part If planning.

In the three local jurisdictions that have received grants to develop a

model IFSP process, planning activities center around determining a process

for creating an IFSP and for determining the specific content of an IFSP. In

the three remaining counties, no deliberate planning for Part H services is
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currently underway. Mbst of the personnel interviewed in these counties

indicated that they were awaiting their "marching orders" from the State.

In all six counties in which interviews occurred, none of the personnel

had engaged in planning activities that would address such issues as: [1]

establishing a structural framework for the delivery of Part H services

[including the appointment of a permanent local lead agency]; [2] developing a

decision-lmaking process for allocation of Part H resources; [3] examining

independently and collectively the structural and procedural changes necessary

for implementing Part H programs; [4] sequencing plann3ng and development

activities to ensure a readiness to begin fifth year implementation activities

as outlined in the legislation; and [5] engaging in dialogues designed to

address organizational issues inherent in beginning to offer early

intervention prevention programs. These issues are addressed more fully

below,

=am A STRUCTURB MR PART El LOCAL_PLAWING

At this point in time, there is no formsl structure in place for the

planning and implementation of Part H services in any of the local

jurisdictions under study. Mbst participants felt that such a structure needs

to be put into place as soon as possible. In order to make these decisions,

respondents indicated that local planners would need to examine same

constraints that they felt were inherent in their agencies' capacities to

assume such responsibilities. Even though there was not general consensus as

to what the Part H service delivery structure should look like, participants

suggested that it must include the appointment of a permanent local lead
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agency and the development of a formal Part H interagency arrangement in each

county.

Avvointaisat of A Local lead Atm=

Service agency personnel in each county felt that a local agency needed

to be assigned responsibility for Part H programs as soon as possible, that

the separate Departments needed to know what responsibilities each would have

for these Part H initiatives, and that some consideration of how the efforts

of separate agencies could be integrated was required.

Selection of permanent lead agencies may be influenced by a recent

change in lead agency at the State level. In late October 1988, the State

Department of Education [SDE] was appointed the permanent lead agency for the

State. As recently as November 1988, many participants in this study were

unaware of this change in State lead agency and of any implications this

change might have for Part H efforts in local jurisdictions.

Since SDE will administer federal Part H dollars, many participants

assumed that those funds will then filter down to local Education Departments

making these agencies, by default, the local lead agencies for Part H.

However, none of the local education agency respondents in the study indicated

that their agencies had been officially designated as permanent county lead

agency. In fact, in two of the three local jurisdictions that reoeived grants

to develop model IFSP processes, the grants are currently being administered

by the local Health Departments. Moreover, many expressed some concerns that

will need to be addressed in the event that the decision is made to appoint

Education Departments aP local lead agencies.
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Education staff in all six counties felt confident that the 0-3

educational services currently being offered would serve as a sound framework

for the creation of Pa,rt H programs. However, most indicated that there would

be significant differences in the new programs. These include: [1] an

expansion of the kinds of services offered; [2] a much larger pool of eligible

clients, particularly when the client population is expanded to include both

developmentally delayed infants and toddlers and possibly environmentally "at

risk" clients; [3] a critical need for additional personnel as well as for in-

service training to assist staff with IFSP planning and implementation; [4]

additiona) resources to support all phases or the program including screening,

referral and actual delivery of services; and [5] the development of serious

intemgency initiatives to support various dimensions of the Part H service

delivery system. These education personnel did not identify, as part of these

differences, issues related to the provision of family support services

compatible with +:ie requirements of Part H.

Participants representing county Health Departments, Departments of

Social Services as well as certain county executive offices offered severed

alternatives to the appointment of local Education agencies as permanent lead

agencies. The pervasive feeling was that programs and services required to

implement the IFSP required by part H should be supported by acne codbination

of home-based and center-based programs and that personnel who should provide

home-based services should be employees of the Health Department [i.e.,

community health nurses] or employees of Social Services [family service

social workers]. As one Health agency director indicated: "It is a policy

question F to which agency will take responsibility for home-based
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care...Health does have a visiting nurses referral program, but it is too

small to accommodate this new population...our policy now is to let the other

agencies do it."

Moreover, many of these personnel felt that school systems had developed

a very narrow definition of educational services, which restricts the amount

of related services that are included as a part of Individual Education Plan.

If that practice continues, then some needed supportive services are not

likely to be included in the Part H service delivery system. As one Education

Department respondent indicated, "With Education as the local lead agency, we

will have an uphill battle...we need to force Education to develop 457

services with the Health Department." A leader in a Department of Social

Services summarized this issue: "We need supervision...deciding what agency

will be in charge is critical...agencies have different philosophies that will

influence dirRetion of services."

Moreover, the majority of Health personnel indicated that Part H infants

and toddlers and their families fit more appropriately into the Public Health

service cachement area than into Education. As ane respondent indicated.

"this program is much more central to Health Department needs than to

Education...in Educecion, this population (infants and toddlers] is still

considered very exotic, whereas they are already in Health's client

system...in effect, the Part H program's mission fits the dealth Department,

not Education." In addition, several county Health Departments have Infant

Assessment Centers which many Health agency personnel believed could be

expanded to become the focal point for Part H services. These viewpoints were

held by local Health Department leaders in four of the counties under study,
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as well as by several, of the pediatricians and by five representatives of

local Departments of Social Services and Education.

Several respadents indicated that renonsibility for planning and

implementing local Part H services should rest with a "more neutral county

agency...an agency that would serve as an advocate for broader family needs."

One Education staff member indicated: "I would love the Part H program to be

in the County Executive's Office...in that usy, it would have the interagency

focus that it needs so badly." This view was echoed by personnel in that

county's Health and Social Services Departments, who also felt that agency

territorial issues, as well as present heavy demands for services on the three

service agencies made the County Executive's Office P-r Children And Youth the

most appropriate choice as local Part H lead agency.

Regardless of which agency is appointed permanent local lead agency in

each county, all participants agreed that there wawa need Ul away this dechdon

as soon as possible, as all additional local planning activities wculd be shaped as

much bythds dechdon as bywhatever guidance ultimately comes from the State.

1ljverir

It should be noted that there was not an overall eagerness by any of the

local service agencies to assume responsibility for the new legislation. Part

H is viewed as a preventative early intervention program. The majority of

respondents indicated that their agencies were not organized to address

prevention issues. As one official indicated, "agencies provide direct

services...they are not geared up for, nor do they want to deal with

prevention." More generally, a Social Services Director observed: "The issue
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is early intervention...but who has ever provided funding to prevent healthy

babies from teing in danger."

Service delivery systems with a prevention emphasis require significant

amounts of outreach to clients and families, as well as the broad

dissemination of information about available services and an organized multi-

agency referral system. Most participan,a in this study indicated that

current operations in their agencies are not designed to accommodate these

prevention concerns. An Education staff member in one county reinforced this

position and indicated that "We [Parent Lnfant Program] have been successful

despite the system...we really behave as a kind of private, non-profit

agency...the central office lets us...they don't know how the program

operates, but they are pleased with it because :here have teen no hearings

since 1980."

Moreover, respondents indicated that "Just standing where hv are, we

[Health Department] have more business than we can deal with." One county

Health Department currently serves about twenty percent of the families in the

county that need those services. Education personnel cite major increases in

the numbers of children currently being served tn the 0-3 Education program.

The situation is described as "overwhelming...the school age population is

declining in our county, but special education is increasing...it will drain

all our resources, not to mention what it will do to our whole system." In

another county, there has been a 300% increase in infant and preschool

referrals in the last three years (under the 0-3 Education Program], and a

third county reported a doubling of referrals in the past year. Without

exception, Education, hremdth and Social Services agencies Lq each of the counties
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under study 4-sported that their current resources were being used maximally

and in some instances were inadequate to serve their current client population.

This concern about the impact of large numbers of new clients on present

service delivezy systems is exacerbated when one considers the nature of the

potential client popuaation targeted by P.L. 99-457. Eligible clients may

include both developmentally delayed infants and toddlers and "at risk"

children and their families. The final definition of the "at risk" population

in this State has not been articulated; however, most agency personnel

expressed concern that expansion to "at risk" fmnilies and children would open

a 'bottomless pit." A Social Services agency respondent indicated that "DSS

is actively involved with another at risk group...if you think about the

number of potential kids [at riak], you're talking about all the money there

is...where is that money going to come frau?" A large number of

representatives of local Education and Health Departments felt that

responsibility for environmentally at risk ktds should be Issigned to Social

Services Departments, despite the "welfare" stigma attached to such agencies.

However, as one Social Services leader pointed out, "this [DSS] is a

generalist agency in terms of at risk...children with developmental delays are

less at risk than children whose lives are at riak...our function is to

provide emergency, protective services in the community."

As imlicated before, local Departments of Social Services and Health by

and large do not offer programs specifically for the handicapped. Respondents

felt that existing systems could be expanded to aoccamodate such programs, if

necessary. The more prevalent attitude, however, is illustrated by the

following participant comments: "I would prefer not to see our agency [Social
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Services] heavily involved with Part H...we get too much that no one gives us

adequate resources for now" and "I hope we axe not too involved with Part H

programs...we [Health Department] are barely able to pro'ide all needed

services to our [present] constituencies." Such comments suggest that local

agency personnel are aware of the additional burdens that assuming

responsibility for local Part H programs would place upon them. Byextension

these agencies are for the most part reluctant to assume that additional

responsibility without a major iniusion of new resources.

The majority of Education Department personnel in the counties under

study also articulated a major concern about the need for additional resources

to support the planning and delivery A' Phrt H services. For some, all the

State needed to do was to provide additional resources because "we know what

to do if a child is born developmentally delayed...why do agencies become

defensive...give us the needed resources and we'll take care of it."

Part of this concern emanates from the funding patterns of P.L. 94-142

where federal appropriations only reached a small percentage of promised

allocations. Findings from several studies of special education finance

issues indicate that local school systems have actually been reLmbursed for

only five to nine percent of excess costs neceAsitated by P.L. 94-142 even

though the initial federal intent was to reimburse at the forty percent level

In addition, there was a recognition of the fact that in all of the counties

there is enormous competition for human services resources both within and

between service agencies. Considering the fiscal implieations within a single

agency, one Education respondent indicated, "Pert H people need to understand

the big picture; more mandated special eduoation programs could mean the death
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1

of all frills for other students...there are real social justice issues to

examine."

In addition to a general concern about how resources will be provided

for Part H services, participants in this study from all three types of

service agencies indicated that there will be a serious shortage of

appropriate personnel to work with these clients. Health Department

respondents felt that community health nurses should paay a key role in the

home-based component of the service delivery system, yet they all stressed

that current personnel levels were inadequate and that many Health staff

persons would need additional training before they were able to work with the

infants and toddlers with handicaps and their famL4ies in this progrmm. Child

Find Coordinators in local Education Departments indicated that they were

seriously understaffed to accommodate the assessment and referral

responsibilities associated with Part H clients as quickly as is required in

an early intervention service delivery system. Local Education leaders also

indicated that there was a need to provide in-service training to their staff

prior to implementation of Part H. Ali of these concerns about staff capacity

and adequacy derive from a growing recognition by moat respondents that the

development and implementation of an Individual Family Service Plan is

dramatically different from, and more extensive than wfiat was required in

implementing the Individual Education Plan which is used in the current 0-3

Education program.
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Initiatives adopted by State agencies and local jurisdictions must address

these articulated agency constraints to planning and implementing local Part H

services. Moreover, Part H planning initiatives must begin with the creation of

a county structure that will facilitate the development of appropriate service

delivery systems.

Cresting A Load Phrt H Interacency Council,

In addition to the appointment of a local lead agency, participants in

this study felt that local coordinating councils must be appointed to address

the multitude of interagency issues associated with Fart H. There was general

agreement among rt-Tondents from Health, Social Services and Education

Departments that [1] Part H services would require the involvement of multiple

agencies, [2] that to date these agencies have really not engaged in much

dialogue about Part H programs, and [3] that different agencies and/or

counties are in different stages of readiness to engage in such interagency

efforts.

As indicated in the previous description of the "Site Of The Study,"

there have been numerous tnteragency committees established in each of the

local jurisdictions under study in this State. By and large, participants in

tne different counties report varying degrees of satisfaction with these

interagency committees and planning initiatives, as well as differing states

of readiness for engaging in interagency planning for delivery of Part H

services, Nevertheless, it is clear that in some of the counties, agencies

have a commitment to explore ways to provide county human services
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collectively. As one respondent from a Department of Social Services

suggested: "Children belong to everybody...if a child turns out to be

handicapped, our ability to serve that child is impaired with the existing

service delivery system...children need multiple agency involvement to improve

their overall quality of life...I don't see this State or the country moving

toward this kind of child care."

Respondents provided considerable information about the readiness of

their respective counties to engage in interagency activities associated with

Part H planning. The general consensus was that "coordination on real issues

related to Part H is not being done..." at this point in time. In two of the

counties that reoeived State grants to develop model IFSPa, coordinating

councils have been appointed for the grants. In the third such county, the

existing ten-year old PIP interagency council has been expanded. As one

Education Department respondent indicated, in most instances "we are just

figuring out the process...what roles each agency will be playing." However,

respondents from one of those three sites were very skeptical about whether

such initiatives were either necessary or possitde, citing negative attitudes

by agency leaders and unsuccessful previous efforts with service coordination

activities.

A few local jurisdictions have a design and/or process in place which

participants feel could be adapted and/or expanded to support coordination of

Part H services. Respondents in several counties agreed with one local

Education leader who reported that "we work with other agencies close enough
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that we already have an interagency design in place...we alrsady have a good

relationship with Health and we don't know to what extent we will need to be

involved with Social Services around Part H..." In addition, participants

from Health and Social Services Departments in four of the counties indicated

that their Chief Executive Officers placed a high value on interagency

coordination. For example, one Health Department staff person indicated that

"the public health officer has a high priority that we use an interagency

approach" and a Social Services Department member from another county reported

that "there were many interagency committees...because we are such a small

county, everybody is involved in everything."

LCK4U Part H planners will need t42 build on these positive attitudes as

they coordinate Part H services and planning activities in their respective

jurisdictions.

As a result of their own personal experiences with local interagency

committees, the majority of respondents indicated that Part H interagency

coordination was likely to be a difficult process. Many echoed sentiments

similar the following observations by &county Health Department leader:

We need to provide training for interagency efforts

...to learn how to identify key people...territorial
isslies are also important; we need to understand that

it requires juggling your own agency's priorities with

priorities of the larger population...each agency must

place a high priority on the interagency effort

...synergism is the key concept...

Health and Education personnel from another county reinforced this need: "In

this county there are always barriers to doing interagency coordination.
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Governmental agencies are not necessarily open to interagency initiatives;

some agency people are afraid that the group would want a say in our [ongoing]

business."

Ironically, participants felt that territorial issues surrounding Part H

interagency coordination might take a different form than what they usually

encounter. That is, agencies woudd sumeuver by make Part Arservics the

responsibility of other agencies, rather than manipulate other agencies to assign

them additions) responsibilities and resources. A Social Services staff person

indicated that "the issue will be reverse turf...people will want you to take

more responsibility than you are prepared to do." The theme which permeates

this observation appeared consistently throughout the collection of data About

local Part H planning activities: the prospect of being responsible for Part H

services is alarming to agency personnel from Education, Health and Social

Services Departments in the counties under study. Little confidence is

displayed about the willingness of federal, State and local units to provide

adequate resources to support those services. Minimal direction has been

provided to local aervice providers by the Stata service agencies. Given

these conditions, agency personnel expressed serious reservations about State

and county capacity to fully implement Part H service delivery systems in the

State under study.

PART HIMMIRAIlISSUBEI

Respondents from the three local service agancies had varying degrees of

understanding about the Part H legislation and about the specific features of
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Part H that are different from the State 0-3 Educatioa Program. It should be

noted that in general, there was very little information provided to local

service agency personnel about Part H. The researchers often found themselves

in the position of introducing agency personnel to expectations of the

legislation, particularly in terms of kinds of servioes Chat would need to be

available in the counties. It was clear that the organisation and mode of

delivery of those services would necessarily vary from county to county.

Across the local Jurisdictions, most Education personnel and all School Health

personnel indicated that they had acquired varying degrees of knowledge about

Phrt H. With very few exceptions, pediatricians and personnel from Social

Services Departments and some Health Departments had received little or no

information about the Part H program and about their potential roles in the

future Part H service delivery system.

Without exception, participants in this study from Echwatkub hrea/th and

Social Services Depaements,as well as pediatricians andparents, waugted up-to-

date and detailed hmformation about Statesuxilocal Part Hplanning activities

from thispoint hm thne.

Given this peroeived relative lack of information and the apparent

embryonic state of local Part H planning initiatives, respondents were not

asked in-depth questions about features of Part H programa. Nevertheless,

some agency personnel indicted that the following features of Part H would

need to be examined once Part H planning begins in earnest: Assessment and

Referral; Case Management; Family Support Services; the Individual Family
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Service Plan; and the "At Risk" Definition that will be adopted by the State.

These were the dimensions of Part H services that respondents felt most

distinguished the Part H program from the 0-3 State Education Program.

Health Department personnel in five counties emphasized the need for a

systematic Part H planning process, agreeing that "the key to creating

effective service delivery systems is to start planning very far in advance

and to involve all key decision makers from the beginning." Personnel in the

three counties with IFSP grants indicated that load Part H planning was just

beginning and that "lots of creativity is needed at both State and local

levels...local Part H planning must include both the county muncil and the

superintendent of schools...its has to happen at the executive level." In the

remaining three counties under study, no formal Part H planning initiatives

have been reported.

Representatives from all three service agencies in the six counties

indicated that their "...agencies need to participate in whatever is being

done...even though they might not do much that is different from what they

already do in terms of Fart H." Finally, the majority of participants agreed

with the following statement of one Education Department leader: "Each county

has its own service delivery mcdel that comes from activities associated with

P.L. 94-142...Part H is a whole different bailiwick...services will need to be

offered differently for these kids and their families."
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slum AND LOCAL RELATIONSHIPS

The ways in which State Part H planners and State service agency

personnel organize and condLict their planning activities are a critical

dimansion of the Part N develooment process. The creation of a comprehensive

early intervention service delivery system for infants and toddlers with

h dicaps and their families cannot be accomplished by any single agency

working in isolation from other human service agencies. Rather, the State

Depsrtment of Education [SDE] in its capacity as State lead agency, and the

ICC, must establish collaborative interagency arrangements between and among

those units that will need to be involved in the Part H initiative, including

the Department of Health and Mental Hygiene [DHMH], The Depart4ant of Human

Resources [DHR], the Governor's Office For Children And Youth [00C411Y], the

Juvenile Services Administration [JSA] and the Sub-Cabinet For Children And

Youth. Key issues that need to be addressed by State planners and agencies in

order to plan and develop a collaborative Part H interagency effort have been

discussed in an earlier report entitled "A Profile of State Interagency

Efforts For Chiloren With Special Needs And Their Families" [/CA, July 1988].

STATE PART H PLANNING ACTIVITIES

At this point it is critical to examine the context within which State

Part H planning activities has occurred and the nature of those activities.

Interpretation of loca Part H planners' conc4rns should be viewed within this

context in order to gain a complete picture of the Part H initiative in the

State under study. This iliformation also sets the stage for consideration of



the types of interactions required between State and local planners as Part H

activities proceed.

State Part H planning activities have actually been in progress for

eighteen months. A considerable portion of the first year's planning

activities focused on State-level planning issues required by the legislation.

At this point in time, approximately two and a half years since passage

of the legislation, no regulations which would provide guidance to State Part

H planners have been issued by the U.S. Department of Education. As a result,

Par+ H planners in the State under study report that they have been unable to

develop embling State-level legislation and/or to provide more definitive

direction to local jurisdictions.

In addition, the legislative requirements for the first two years of the

Part H planning process emphasize State-level organizing and planning

activities which must be aocomplished to meet the requiremr 's for funding in

subeequent years of the five year planning process.

Part H planners in the State under study also felt that it would not be

feasible to design a single system for implementing Part H which uould be

suitable for use in all local jurisdictions within the State. There is

considerable variance among local jurisdictions in terms of size, wealth, rate

of population growth, and current availability of appropriate services for

infants and toddlers with handicaps and their families. Some counties are

rural in nature, while others are suburban or highly urbanized.
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The pclint aiade by State Part Errdanners was that no single earb-

intervention system for Part Br clients will satisfy the needs of local

jurisdictions with such varied circumstances and necds. Therefore, their

expectation is that local Part H planners will have numerous idiosyncratic

decisions to make relative to the design of their Phrt H service delivery

systems. FUrthermore, State-level guidelines and regulations: ahould, in their

judgement, provide a framework within which those decisions will be made

rather than specific preacriptions to be followed by all local jurisdictions.

The State Infants and Toddlers Program has also been somewhat

handicapped by the length of time and uncertatnty that surrounded

determination of a permanent lead agency. For the first year, the Governor's

Office For Children And Youth [ammo which was viewed by many as a "neutral"

unit in the EXecutive Office structure, served as temporary lead agency. At

the beginning of the second planning year, the State Department of Education

(SDE) was appointed permanent lead agency by the Governor, but transition from

GOC&Y to SDE took approximately five months. Dealing with issues created by

this transition consumed some of the time and energy of the Infants And

Toddlers Program staff.

Figure 3 below depicts the current organizational framework for State

Phrt H planning activities. The Infants And Toddlers Program and the

Interagency Coordinating Council are both housed within the Division of

Special Education and Support Services in the State Department of Education.

The Interagency Coordinating Council has established a number of subcommittees
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Figure 3

ORGANIZATICM STRUM= 7k1P. S-VVE PAW H FLAWING

IDivision of Special Education Co Support Services

Infants Co Toddlers Program

Interagency Agreements interagency Advisory Advisory Grjuin

Case Management

IFSP Procedural Safeguards Task Force

Family Support Network

ITracking 0 Data Collection Private Provider Advisory Group

Financial Responsibility Family Strengths & Needs Task Force

Consortium of Training for Early Intervention Seruices

Board of Advisors

Speech, Language, & Audiology Advisory Group
A

Paraprofessional Advisory Group 1

Competencies Advisory Group

1

j---irl interagency Coordinating Council

Emecutive Committee

Funding Subcommittee

Public information Subcommittee
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and task forces necessitated by the legislative requirements. Committees and

advisory groups established by the Infants and Toddlers Program focus

primarily on issues that will be relevant to implementation of an early

intervention, prevention-oriented service delivery system for Part H clients

at the local jurisdictional level.

BrighArhts of some the Part H activities that have occurred or that are

presently happening at the State level are presented below.

o Beginnimg in the first year of planning, the IOC, in
collaboration with the lead agency, has appointed subcommittees to
develop working papers on the major components of the Statewide
system that is defined in Section 673 of the legislaticn,
including funding, development of definitions of the client
population, data gathering and analysis and personnel training.
Many of these position papers are developed, have been exposed to
public coement and adopted by the ICC.

o Five one-year grants have been awaried on a competitive basis
to local jurisdictions to test model processes for development of
an Individual Family Service Plan.

o A special grant was made to the county involved in the Casey
Foundation activities to support that effort and to provide
coordination between that effort and the work of the Infants and
Toddlers Program.

o Between June and December 1988, Topical Input Sessions were
conducted by the ICC and Infants And Toddlers Program staff in
different localities across the State to discuss various
dimensions of the Part H initiative. Issues addressed included
implementation at the local level; CSPD; training and recruitment;
IFSP; multi-disciplinary evaluation; tracking; procedural
safeguards and dispute resolution; and early intervention awl
personnel standards. Issues papers reflecting the proceedings of
these meetings have been developed and disseminated by the Lnfants
and Toddlers Program.

o Lead agency staff are engaging in a number of data gathering
activities with local jurisdictions to ascertain the extent to
which local service providers in Health, Education and Social
Services Departments currently provide services to infants and
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todclers with handicaps and their families and the nature of those

services and programs.

o At the request of the Lnfants And Toddlers Program, each local

jurisdiction has appointed contact persons from Local Social

Services, Education and Health Departments to facilitate

communication between State and local Part H planners.

o The Infants and Toddlers Program has created a formal
Interagency Agreements Work Group which is lodking at issues that

will need to be addressed in local oommunities in order to

coordinate Part H early intervention services.

o The Infants And Toddlers Program has created an EFSP Wbrk Group

whose members include the directors of the five grants for

development of model demonstration IFSP's. This group meets

regularly to share mutual interests and concerns being dealt with

in the development of IFS? processes in their respective

jurisdictions.

o A majo.: initiative has been launched to involve parents in

State planning initiatives. Parents are members of the

Interagency Coordinating Council, the lead agency has appointed a

parent leader to assist with the family support dimension of the

Phrt H initiative, and a major all-day meeting that focuses on the

special needs and concerns of familieo is being planned for March

1989.

In contrast to the State level planning initiatives described above,

Part H planning activities in the counties under study not involved with the

RFP demonstration grants have not begun in earnest. Agency personnel reported

that they were awaiting their "marching orders" from the State. From the

preceding discussion, it is evident that State Part kl planners have initiated

a number of activities designed to involve local jurisdictions in the Part H

planning process and to keep others apprised of progress in the planning

effort. It is equally clear that in those counties not involved with the

demonstration grants, and in some cases even within involved counties, the
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State initiatives have not resulted in the desired effect.

The reasons for this "gap" are numerous and include such issues as

distance to travel to meetings, the need to expand the number of contact

persons in the counties, and the priorities of local service agency personnel

confronted with solving immediate crises which occur on a day-to-day basis.

In the following sections of this report, issues related to developdng a

framework for improving communication and information-aharing between State

planners and local jurisdictions are presented. Adoption of this framework

would result in avoidance of some of the pitfalls that were encountered in the

State under study.

STATE AND LOCAL PART H INTERACTIONS

In this section of the report, perceptions of representatives from local

service agencies about the following issues will be addressed: [1] the nature

of Part H interactions between State planners and local jurisdictions, (2] the

ways in which the ICC, the State lead agency and the 3tate service agencies

should be working on Part H planning with local jurisdictions; and [3] the

ways in which local jurisdictions should be working on the Flirt H initiative

with State planners and service agencies.

Participants in this study from the six local jurisdictions expressed

some concerns about the extent to which State service agencies, the ICC and

the lead agency are providing direction or guidance to local service agencies

about the Part H initiative. Their concerns included a perceived lack of

sufficient information about State Part H planning activities, ltmited
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interactions with State service agency personnel about Part H, and what was

viewed as minimal guidance for local Part H planners from the ICC and the lead

agency.

Communication And Information Sharing With Locals

Participants in this study from local service agencies felt that

communication should be imprmedbetween State Part H planners and local

Departments of Health, Education and Social Services as well as appropriate

County Executive offices. They reported that Part H information that was

received from the State came primarily from the following souroes: [1]

participation on the ICC and its subcommittees; [2] personal requests for

information; and [3] attendance at meetings.

Participation On The ICC And Its Subcommittees. Personnel from two of

the counties involved in this study were members of the State ICC; they made

it their business to provide their colleagues with periodic progress reports

during meetings of local committees and units. In addition, five persons from

three counties reported that they have served on planning subcommittees of the

ICC and informally disseminated information about their involvement with their

immediate units.

It was felt that as a general principle, selected personnel from every

local jurisdiction in the State should have same participation on the ICC

and/or its subcommittees, and that part of the responsibilities of these involved

local personn4 should be bp dissominate information about their involvement bp

theirlacal colleagues on a systematic basis. In addition, a few participants
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requested that the ICC/lead agency provide them with lists of local personnel

involved in these State planning activities so that they mdght be contacted

both to learn about their involvement and to provide feedbadk as these

activities develop.

Personal Requests. Several persons from Health, Social Services and

Education agencies requested that their names be plaoed on the ICC mailing

list and have since been receiving information regularly. They did not report

that the, formally shared this information wdth colleagues in their agencies.

Many of those who were not on this list indicated that they had not thought of

it. Although this was not the case, they expected that the ICC or the lead

agency would have automatically put them on that list because of the positions

that they held in their respective agencies.

In effect, local agency personnel who felt that they were not receiving

adequate printed information from the State about Part H indicated that

receiving systematic written information from the ICC or the lead agency would

be helpful. However, others who had been receiving such written information

emphasized that increased personal contact with State planners would enhance

the usefulness of such written communications.

Attendance At Meetings. Many personnel, primarily from local Education

and Health Departments, had attended at least one of the regional meetings

sponsored by the ICC in which Infants And Toddlers Program staff made

presentations about. certain Part H program issues and solicited feedback and

general information from attendees about concerns relative to Pert N.
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Most of these personnel indicated that they were pleased Chat the

meetings were scheduled, but disappointed that more comprehensive information

about Part H was not presented in each meeting. Several suggested that a one

day, or day and a half meeting be held in which local agency staff would be

given the total Part H picture, including information about progress with

State planning activities and opportunities to provide input about local

concerns and issues. No one reported that they had received and/or

disseminated copies of the discussion papers, developed by the Infants aml

Toddlers Program staff, in which the proceedings of each of these meetings

were synthesized.

The three local agency staff persons who have responsibility for

direction of their county IFSP grants indicated that an IFSP Work Group of

project directors had been formally constituted under the auspices of the

Infants And Toellers Program. It meets periodically to ahare information

about the development of their respective model IFSP demonstration activities.

No information was obtained about the ways in which project directors shared

information gained from these meetings with colleagues in their respective

agencies and localities.

Although there axe other means through which State Part H planners

disseminate information to local jurisdictions, they were not identified by

participants in this study. In effect, the majority of respondents from local

Health, Social Services and Education Departments reported that they were not

adequately informed [1) about the specific components of the Phrt H
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initiative; [2] about specific activities that State Part H pdanners were

engaged in as they define the Statewide early intervention service delivery

system; and [3] about what responsibilities they would need to assume at the

local level for Part H. These concerns centered around the amount of

information about the Part H initiltive that they had received as well as the

strategies that State planners and agencies were using W disseminate that

information.

AgencY Interactions With Locals

With only one or two exceptions, local service agency personnel who

participated in this stlidy indicated that their respective State agency

counterparts (i.e., SDE, DHMH and DHR] had not communicated sufficiently with

Chem about the Part H initiative. Health and Social Services agency personnel

all agreed that DHMH and DHR were not Sharing any information about Part H

with them. Education agency personnel indicated Chat while SDE typically

provided them with timely and necessary information, this was not the case

with respect to the Pert H initiative. Crie or two felt that this situation

might change now that SDI? was the State lead agency. This lack of

communication from State agencies was becoming increasingly more anxiety-

producing as local service agency personnel began to realize (through

information Sharing by the researchers] that some Pert H servioes would need

Co be in place beginning in 1991.

Most respondents felt that the ICC and lead agency were working on State

planning activities, but without significantly involving all local
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jurisdictions in the process. The majority indicated that the IOC and lead

agency should assume the responsibility for [1] coordination between and among

State service agencies; [2] developing policies about the waqs in which Part H

resources would be allocated; [3] disseminating to local agencies, through the

lead agency, specific information about Part H decisions that were being made

by the State; and [4] providing sufficient guidance to counttes to enable Chem

to begin local level Part H planning activities. It should be noted that only

a few respondents distinguished between the roles of the ICC and the lead

agency, referring for the most part to what the "State" should do to assist

counties with the Part H initiative.

By and large, these observations related to things that respondents

believed State agencies, the ICC and the lead agency ought to 'be doing as the

State provides guidance to local jurisdictions about Part H. With one or two

exceptions, respondents reported that such guidance was not being provided by

the State at this point in time. As one local Education Department indiczted,

If ...counties expect to get same substance from the ICC...so far it is a waste

of people's time...we expected direction from the State and we didn't get

it...there are many issues that need decisions.

At the same time, opinions varied on what would constitute appropriate

State guidance to local jurisdictions concerning Part H. These differences

reflect the traditional tensicms that exist between State authority and local

control issues. About two thirds of the respondents in this study felt that

the State should specifically outline Part H activities that local
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jurisdictions would then follow. As one respondent from a local Education

Department indicated: "The State needs to make two kinds of decisions...what

are the mission and goals for the IOC...and what is their plan for local

participation. It is time to pull it all together." Alternatively, one third

of the respondents believed that the State should be less directive, and

"establish broad parameters and guidelines, but allaw the counties to do what

they need to in order to implement those guidelines." "They ahould involve

the locals in needs assessment before developing thf State Part H model...we

have some good ideas and programs that work, which the State should know

about." State Part H planners reported that the delay in issuing specific

guidelines was partially due to the fact that the federal government has not

yet established final regulations for P.L. 99-457.

Regardless of which role they favored for the State to play in the Part E

initiative, all respondents felt that the State needed to provide immediate

guidance to the counties. Local level planniag, in their judgement, could not

proceed without this assistance. One Health Department respondent stated the

following, which reflects the opinions of several other participants in the

study: " Either the State should come up with rules and regulations and

counties will do it, or they should let counties go about developing

programs...everyone in this county is frustrated by the lack of action."

ESTABLISHING FACILITATIVE STATE/LOCAL RELATIONSHIPS

The creation of effective Part H early intervention service delivery

systems is a complex process. Many State planning activities require planners
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to focus on issues that can only be addressed at the State level. Policies

that define the general parameters of the State Part H initiative must be

developed and enacted. Critical decisions about the ways that the State will

utilize and distribute resources obtained from the federal government must be

made. In addition, decisions need to be made about the sources of State

dollars that will be used to augment federal dollars. States must also

conduct planning activities that insure their continuing eligibility for

federal Part H planning dollars while at the same time organizing planning so

that implementation deadlines are met. And the State Interagency Council must

continue to define and facilitate collaboration between and among the major

agencies and units that are likely to be involved in the Part H program.

These are major challenges that understandably occupy the time and energy of

State Pmrt H planners because they must be addressed at the State policy

level.

However, actual delivery of Part H services will occur in local

jurisdictions. At the same time that State planners are dealing with these

policy issues, local jurisdictions have a need to examine the ways in which

they will organize and deliver Part H services and programs. As is indicated

in other sections of this report, implenentation of an effective early

intervention service delivery system in local jurisdictions is likely to

require significant time end energy on the part of local service agency and

county executive office personnel. The special concervs that local service

providers must address in order to comply with the federal Part H legislative
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guidelines must be identified early in the planning process.

In effeuc, requiring local service agencies to deliver preventative

services cewpels the development of local policies that address issues

separate from the previously described State activities. Decisions need to be

made about what agencies and/or committees would most appropriately be

assigned responsibility for developing and implementing Part H programs and

services, and a lead agency assignment must be made. Steps needed in order

to facilitate the speedy and effective identification, diagnosis and referral

of Part H clients in a prevention-oriented system must be defined.

Procedures must be established that will be used to facilitate collaborative

interagency relationships among community service providers who will be

involved in the Part H service delivery system. These are just a few of the

issues that local jurisdictions will need to confront as a part of th ir

community-based Part H planning and actions.

Both segments --the State and local jurisdictions-- have their work cut

out for them. While it is true that many responsibilities that each segment

must fulfil will need to be accomplished independently, many decisions made by

each of the segments will seriously influence activities undertaken by the

others. Thus, State and local planners must be thought of as partners in a

system that allows them to confront same of the challenges of Part H

interdependently. In effect, a critical dimension of the Part Afplanning process

is to establish effective working relationships between St9te and local planners

that enable each segment tO do itsjob well.
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The overall Part H policy in each State, as c4...11ed for in the

legislation, will be influenced equally by federal requirements, State rules

and regulations, and locsl needs and concerns. Inforration about each cf

these three areas must be used to guide the development of that policy. To

omit data about any one of them is to develop a pol:cy that is not likely to

work.

Indeed, the experiences of State and local planners in the State under

study indicate that productive State/local working relationships for Part H

are not automatic, nor can they be takqn for granted because of previous

positive interactions. Respondents indicated frustratiln because they did not

know exactly what the State was doing and, by extension, what they should or

could be doing as Part H planning continues. This lack of information

allowed, or caused local jurisdictions to go into a "holding pattern." Many

respondents felt that time was running out; local actions needed to begin

immediately in order to meet implementation timelines. It was tim, in their

judgloents, for the State to engage in serious dialogue with local jurisdictions

about Part H. In order to address these concerns about State/local

interactions, it is recommended that

Statas should, appoint regional committees thasoculd
serve as vehicles through which systematic,

communication and information-sharing between State
and local Part 11 planners would be coordinated.

The State under study ahould appoint similar committees in each of its

geographical regions that would be charged with the responsibility of

facilitating productive State/local relationships in the Part H planning
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process. Tbe primary purpose of these committees would be to promote and

facilitate positive working relationships between State and local Part H

planners through the improvement of communication channels and the

dissemination of timely information. The committees would meet monthly during

peak planning periods, and less frequently as implementation proceeds.

In order to accomplish this mission, membership on these committees

needs to include representatives from all the major State and local segments

involved in the Part H initiative. Therefore, it is recommended that each

regional committee have the following members:

o One decision-maker from each State service unit and executive

office involved in the Part H initiative;

o Three persons in authority from each local jurisdiction in the

region: one from the Health Department, one from the Education

Department, and one from the Department of Social Services; and

o One staff member from the State Lead Agency's Lnfants and Toddlers

Program

As a general rule, members should be able to speak with authority about Part H

issues of concern in their home organizations

The regional committees mdght engage in a number of actxvities designed

to address concerns about State/local relationships raised by participants in

this study, including

[1] Developing a process for collecting and disseminating up-to-

date information to State and local Part H planners about issues

that arise concerning relationships between the two segments;

[2] Sponsoring forums in which State and local planners would

examine the ways in which their separate decisions are Lmpacting

on each other and wherein they would identify strategies to bring

these issues to the attention of appropriate decision-makers for

immediate consideration and action; and
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[3] Creating opportunities for private providers, advoaate groups

and parents/consumers to share information about places where

inconsistencies in State and local practices interfere with their

responsibilities and/or roles in the Part H effort.

There will be many other activities that such committees could pursue,

depending on the specific issues that are present in the State. The

important thing is to establish such a process as an integral part of the Part H

planning initiative, as a means both to prevent and to redress problems

associated with relationships between State and local jurisdictions involved with

implementation of the Part H initiative.

Finally, in order to bridge the gap between the viork of these regional

committees and the activities of the State Intragency Council (ICC] and lead

agency, the chairs of all the regional committees in the State should be asked

to serve on a newly appointed Icr Subcomittee. The charge given to this new

subcommittee should be [1] to synthesize information about the issues and

concerns being addressed in the regional committees about State/local

relationships; [2] to develop strategies that might be used to facilitate

better coordination between State and local planning activities; and [3] to

ensure that a progress report be made at each monthly ICC meeting. In this

way, clear lines of ccemminication would be established between and among the

many State and local actors involved in the Part H initiative.

DEVELOPING A COMMUNITY-BASED PART H SERVICE SYSTEM

It is likely that Part H service delivery systems will take on the

characteristics of the community-based service systems for children with
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special health care needs and their families Chat have been set forth as a

national goal by the U.S. Surgeon General. Community-based systems of

services have been described as "organized networks of integrated and

coordinated services delivered at the local level" that are necessary to

"insure that children with special health needs and their families receive the

range of needed services in a timely fashion" [Campaign '88, U.S. Surgeon

General's Conference]. The orientation of these community-based service

systems is prevention as well as direct service, with a msjor emphasis on

families. These characteristics of service systems closely approximate the

service delivery system necessary to accomplish the Phrt H initiative

successfully.

The focus of such service delivery is local communities wherein needed

services are made available in as accessible a fashion as possible. The role

of State agencies in such systems is facilitative, providing policy

guidelines, resources and technical assistance as necessary.

THE NRED Fat ACTION

Persons with handicaps and their families are presently using services

provided by Social Services, Education, and Health agencies in the local

jurisdictions involved in this study. IntervieNs with parents lead to the

inescapable conclusion that these programs are valued, and that they and their

children benefit from their availability. As a result of federal legislation

and a State Board of Education statute, the school systems are currently more

active than the other agencies in providing categorical programs for children
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with handicaps and their families. However, some of those individuals who

meet income eligibility requirements also benefit from programs in the other

agencies such as supported day care, respite programs, community nursing

services, health clinics for those with handicaps, high risk infant follow-up

programs, neonatal care units, and a variety of services offered to pregnant

teenagers.

It is also evident that, within all of the local jurisdictions studied,

there is a history of interagency cooperation and coordination that has

resulted in the establishment of formal and informal linkages between and

within Education, Health, and Social Services agencies. The interview data

systematically indicate that these lir' ves have enabled personnel in thase

units to better serve all of their. clientele. Referrals between agencies and

programs, access to services, and follow-up activities have all been enhanced

by these relationships.

Each of the local jurisdictions has also, over the years, established

numerous interagency committees to deal with issues that affect all the

agencies within a local jurisdiction. These committees usually involve

representatives of all three agencies and the county executive's office as

well as, in some cases, private organizations and parents. The work of these

committees has enabled agency representatives to better understand both the

challenges and the constraints confronted by other agencies in the local

jurisdictions. Meetings of these local interagency committees have also

resulted in facilitation of service delivery to children and families with



needs which are beyond the capacity or mandate of any single agency.

The existence of these elements produces a positive base upon which to

build as the local jurisdictions consider how to proceed with implementation of

Part H which provides for early intervention services for children with

handicaps and their families. The major issue confronting the local jurisdictions

will be how best to use the momentum created by these elements to develop the

most effective early intervention services.

In order to address the question of how best to proceed with the

implementation of early intervention services, there is a need to first

consider the assumptions which serve as A basis for Part H. Cne assumption is

that, in the long run, prevention will prove to be cost effective; that is,

early intervention in the case of children with handicaps and their fandlies

will reduce their need for expensive and on-going services in the future. A

second assumption is that a high percentage of these children will require

services from more than one agency if early intervention strategies are to be

maximally effective. A third assumption is that the integration of Health,

Social Services, and Education agencies' efforts on behalf of children with

handicaps anii their families will reduce the need for duplication of services

in the separate agencies,

In fact, while there is general agreement with these assumptions at a

conceptual level, the pressing and extensive demands to deal with existing

problems and crises of children and families in all public service agencies

has led those agencies over time to allocate money and personnel to progrems
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which are focused on solving existing problems rather than preventing future

problems. As the demands to solve existing problems have increased in number

and complexity over decades, the agencies themselves have been organized into

units which focus on the problem areas identified (i.e., special education,

neonatal clinics, child protective services, etc.). The pressures to deal

with these existing problems are exacerbated by the gap between demands for

services and the reaources available to provide those services. Thus, the

personnel intervie4ad in all the agencies are confronted with the prospect of

how to allocate their resources to prevent problems which malroccur in the

future, when those resources are already inadequate to deal with problems

which do exist in the present. In view of these issues, it is not surprising

Chat the local service agency personnel involved in this studY view Part H

with a high degree of ambivalence and concern.

There are four major areas which emerge from a review of Part H that

will require the adoption of new, innovative strategies on the part of local

agencies. The nature of the decisions about how to deal with these issues in

each of the local jurisdictions (there is likely to be considerable variance

from one locality to another] will be significantly affected by the structure

and processes established in each locality to accomplish those tasks. Prior

to presentation of recommendstions regarding the structures and processes

appropriate for dealing with Part H implementation, it will be useful at this

point to review the four major areas that will require the adoption of

strategies which generally differ from those in current use.
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The first major area in which strategies will need to be considered has to

do with the organization of an outreach effort. At the present time, most public

agencies do not actively engage in outreach as a major part of their

responsibilities. Some efforts do occur [i.e., health fairs, radio

announcements for child find, etc.], but these are isolated instances rather

than part of a systematic, comprehensive, coordinated effort to attract all of

the individuals who may qualify for services. Some quotes which support this

are "we do very little outreach" [Education]; "These are gray zone kids,...but

there is no systematic outreach" [Health]; and "We wouldn't know what to do

with them all if they were found" [Social Services]. Because of ILE"

prevention orientation, Part H is based on the assumption that all those who

are potential problems must be reached at an early stage; and the only way to

do this is to identify those who are not in the normal information channels as

well as those who are. Outreach becomes a critical function of any

prevention-oriented program.

The second major area focuses on speed of access to the service delivery

system. Previous discussions have documented the length of time for access

into the service system within the Education agency, but similar problems

occur in Health and Social Services agencies. Some commmts which support

this are: "There are problems getting into the system...there is often as

much as a four-month delay between when a child is identified...and the time

that the child gets a [program] evaluation" [Health]; "It cast presently take a

while to get mental health resources for children" [Social Services]; and
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"Delays [in access to services] have to do with availability of resources"

[Social Services]. Given the intent of Part H to deal with potential problems

as quickly as possible in order to avoid future problems, delays in assessment

procedures or access to services would defeat the purposes of the legislation.

Whatever system finally emerges to implement Part H, the challenge will be to

insure speedy assessment procedures and access to services. As was indicated

earlier in this report, a nunber of the parents of children with handicaps

indicated that assessment processes sometimes took up to two years after the

parents noted something "wrong" with their children's development.

Third, development of an interagency focus which facilitates coordinated

service delivery to children and families with special needs and which

encompasses two or more of the three agencies under consideration will prove to

be a major challenge. Among the many comments related to this issue made by

those interviewed are the following: "Each agency must place a high priority

on the intragency activity...synergism is the key concept" [Health];

"Coordination will be difficult...them is a lot of tunnel vision

involved...territorial issues...who has what responsibility" [Education]; and

"When it comes to sharing, it could be a problem...we don't want to take a lot

of responsibility for their [other agencies] cases" [Social Services]. As is

evident from these renarks ard many others that were wade, a number of issues

will arise as interagency activity is attempted. Resolution of these issues

will, of necessity, need to deal with the building of trust among personnel

with differing professional orientations, the development of viable decision-
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making processes which enable consensus-building, and the definition of roles

that personnel engaged in the Part H activity are expected to implement.

Fourth, adoption of the family focus required by Part H will require

considerable reorientation for agency personnel who are currently used to

dealing with the symptoms manifested 1,y a single client. The assumption in

Part. H that treatment of a child with handicaps cannot be maximally effective

without also impacting on the environment in which that child is situated will

require a broader perspective on the part of agency personnel than is

currently the case. As saas noted by some of those interviewed, "Under 457 we

will have to get a broader assessment and shared areas of expertise for

assessment...this goes beyond what we have established for the 0-3 State law"

[Education]; "The problems of these children require more than our program"

[Mental Health]; and "We've got to straighten out how these programs relate"

[Social Services]. There is no doubt that there will be an increase in the

complexity of assessment, service delivery, and coordination as the family

focus eitserges

Meat MATIONS

Recommendations for local jurisdictions regarding the implementation of

Part H fall into these categories: planning issues, selection of a lead

agency, building a coalition to provide support for the lead agency within the

individual Education, Social Services and Health Departments, conflict

resolution issues, and resource needs.
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The County ftecutive should appoint en ed hoc planning

committee for the purposes of recommending [1]
creation of a policy-making Part H council to oversee
Part H efforts, (2] a local lead agency, and [3] the
general responsibilities of these units.

Part H will require the enthusiastic involvement of all local service

agencies in a locality if a viable early intervention system is to evolve.

Interviews with agency personnel in the six local jurisdictions elicited

numerous comments which indicate that there is wide-spread disagreement among

the agencies over which should be the local lead agency. This disagreement

was most evident between the Health and Education agencies. Regardless of

which agency is selected, same dissension and mistrust is likely to result.

The most important fact to note, however, is that no single agency will have

sufftcient levels of trust, confidence, and support from the remaining

agencies to insure that other agencies will voluntarily consider the necessary

changes in resource allocations, resource utilization, policies, and programs

required to implement an effective early intervention system for Part H

clients.

In fact, the definition of the nature of an early intervention system is

really the responsibility of all the local service agencies, since it will

result in changes within each of them as well as botween them. In order to

structure the policy making function under such circumetances, local

jurisdictions should establish a Part H Council that is charged with

developing agreement about the best ways of achieving and implementing the

desired changes, within the framework of local jurisdictional policies and
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guidelines. The Part H Council needs bo function as a collaborative

interagency arrangement; a summary of the conditions required for

collaboration can be found in Appendix B. In this way all or the affected

parties have equal opportunity to influence the nature of the overall policies

as well as equal responsibility for their implementation. The Part hr couricw

would then s,frve as the policy body for whichever unit (in one of the service

agencies or in the county executive's office) is assigned lead agency status.

The individual in the local lead agency assigned responsibility for

administration of the Part H initiative would then serve as sbaff to the Part

H Council. The selection of the local lead agency would be based on criteria

established by the Ad Hcc Planning Committee.

Cmce these responsibilities have been discharged, the Ad Hoc Planning

Committee will have completed its assigned task and should be disbanded.

Criteria for selecting a local lead agency shouLd
include [1] the extent to which a given umit is in the
position to adequately represent the philosophic
orientation underlying Part R amd (2) the extent to
whidh a unit is willint to serve as a facilitator for
integration and ocordinstian of services by all the
local service agencies.

As was discussed previously, the early intervention orientation of Part

H is based on a set of assumptions that provide a framework within which the

Part H Council and oe local lead agency must operate. The decision as to

whether the lead agency should be the Education Department, the Health

Department, the Social Services Department, or a mit created in the County

Executive's office may vary from one local jurisdiction to another; the
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primary consideration should be based on which is most likely to support the

orientation behind Part H. The second major issue in the determination of a

local lead agency focuses on the ability of a given local agency to facilitate

development and implementation of an integrated and coordinated service

delivery system. Accomplishment of this task will require that the local lead

agency hame the confidence and trust of the other agencies with which it must

collaborate. Adequate staff must be assigned to the lead agency to

insure a reasonable level of effectiveness in the endeavor, and those

individuals must have a primery commitment to the early intervention prooess.

In order to provide a forum for discussion and

resolution of the major issues related to Fart% the

composition of the Part R °omen shoule include

representation 'bran affected parties.

Reroesentatives from all of the local serviae agencies, private sector

providers, and parents should serve on the Part H Council. The comprehensive

integrated early intervention service delivery system required for

implementation of Part H is most likely to be achieved if major initiatives of

the local lead agency are authorized 'by consensus among the Phrt H Council

members. Moreover, the use of the Phrt H Council for consensus-building will

enhance trust levels between all parties involved, and provide the basis for

the high commitment levels required for successful implementation.

Lmplementation of Part H is likely to require a number of innovative

initiatives on the part of the loca.. 1.ead agency, and same will work better

than others. A high degree of support on the part of the contributing

agencies will be required daring the early years to create and implement
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policies and practices that will result in the establishment of an effective

early intervention system. This same high level of support will be required

in later years to maintain the early intervention system at a high level of

effectiveness, as all local agencies inevitably face increasing deuands on

their resources. The policies established by the Part H Council will dictate

the roles and responsibilities of the local lead agency unit which assumes

implementation responsibility for Part H initiatives.

Agency representatives who serve on the Part 11 Council

must also serve as active edvocstes of the early

intervention process within their awn agencies.

In this role agency representatives must have policy responsibility and

decision-making authority over resources within their respective agencies in

order to facilitate implementation of decisions made in the Part H Council.

The most appropriate agency Iepresentative to the Part H Council are the

directors of local service agencies or their designees.

ACTION STEPS

Once the recommendations referred to above have been dealt with, there

will be numerous activities that will have to be undertaken. Some of these

activities will be specific to each locality, and others will be required in

all localities, although the order in which they are addressed may vary. The

more critical action steps that local lead agencies will have to address are

presented below.

First, the Part H Council, working collaboratively with the local lead

agency personnel, will have to devehv strategies for resolving territorial,
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policies and practices eat will result in the establishment of an effective

early intervention system. This same high level of support will be required

in later years to maintain the early intervention system at a high level of

effectivenesL, as all local agencies inevitably face increasing demands on

their resources. The policies established by the Past H Council will dictate

the roles and responsibilities of the local lead agency unit which assumes

imPlementation responsibility for Part H initiatives.

Agency representatives who serve on the Part H Council
must also serve as active advocates of the early
intervention process within their mai agencies.

In this role agency representatives must have policy responsibility and

decision-making authority over resources within their respective agencies in

order to facilitate implementation of decisions made in the Part H Council.

The most appropriate agency representative to the Part H Council are the

directors of local service agencies or their designees.

ACTION STEPS

Cnce the recommendations referred to above have been dealt with, there

will be numerous activities that will have to be undertaken. Sane of these

activities will be specific to each locality, and others will be required in

all localities, although the order in which they are addressed may vary. The

more critical action steps that local lead agencies will have to address are

presented below.

First, the Part H Council, working collaboratively with the local lead

agency personnel, will have to develop strategies for resolving territorial,
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work over an extended period of time will evolve only dthere is adherence to

the established "rules of the game." While there is absolutely no way to

insure that any individual or agency will "win" all of the time, or even some

of the time, it is imperative to insure that each individual and agency

perceives that a fair opportunity to present a position was given, that the

final resolution to any disagreements occurred in a fair manner, and that the

same agreed-upon procedures were used to resolve all contested issues.

Fourth, the inclusion ofparents of children with handicaps on the Part IT

Council tras is also the case with the ICT'at the Slate krv(oll la critical both for

its symbolic value and its substantive value. Parental involvement at the

policy level on an equal basis with agency representatives will sigrlify to the

entire community of families having members with handicaps that the local

jurisdiction is serious about addressing their needs. At a substantive level,

the parents will introduce a perspective about the issues that will

require serious consideration as efforts to implement Part H proceed.

It is suggested that the parents of children with handicaps appointed to

the newly created Part H Council be selected initially from the leadership of

established community organizations which serve as advocates for the

handicapped. In order to insure full, active, and continuous involvement of

the parent members, same support may have to be provided to parents, depending

on the nature of their personal circumstances. Among the types of support

which should be considered are: [1] transportation to and from meetings; [2]

reimbursement for child care while attending Council-related functions; and
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[3] scheduling meetings so they do not always conflict with parent work

schedules.

Fifth, the development of general goals, objectives, and a time schedule

for task accomplishment should be undertaken as soon as possible. Although

the schedule may undergo some adjustment as the Part H Council and local lead

agency proceed with their efforts, the existence of such a schedule will

insure a sense of urgency on the part of everyone involved and also serve as a

tool for identifying problem areas as efforts to establish an early

intervention system progress.

Sixth, a indicated in the legislation, central components of the early

intervention syste are the establishment of a team that will be responsible for

developing the IFSP and determination of elements of the IFS?. For many of'

the agency personnel interviewed, this task was viewed as overwhelming; they

had no idea as to where to begin. In fact, the State lead agency, in

conjunction with the ICC, has awarded five grants to localities in all areas

of the State to develop and t,est model IFSP procedures during the 1988-89

planning year. In each of the five localities, a specific individual has been

assigned as director of the grant and a variety of local service agencies are

administering these grants.

Local lead agency personnel should contact the grant directors in the

areas nearest their localities to determine: [1] the nature of the model being

tested; [2] the strengths and weaknesses of the model(s) that have emerged;

[3] the nature and amount of resources required to implement the model; [41
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the nature and impact of territorial, political, and resource issues that have

emerged (as well as how they were resolved); and [5] recommended changes in

the model that is being tested. This information will provide the local lead

agency and the Part H Council with sufficient information tio begin considsring

the most appropriate procedures for establishing early intervention services

within the locality. Additionally, once the grants have been completed, the

State lead agency will provide information to all local jurisdictions about

all the models tested and their relative utility -nder varying sets of local

conditions.

In the last section of this report, a brief description is provided of

technical assistance activities for Part H planners that respond to some of

the concerns expressed by participants in this study.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE Mt PART R PLANNERS

This research was conducted as an overall examination of the ability and

readiness of the State and localities to implement Part H of P.L. 99-457 as of

the second year of the planning cycle defined in the legislation. The

technical assistance activities suggested by the findings in this study fall

into three categories: [1] the development of appropriate structures for

dealing with intra-agency and interagency issues associated with Part H; [2]

the establishment of processes that would enable these structures to be used

effectively; and [3] the creation of those conditions that would enable the

desired processes to have their intended outcomes and effects.
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THE NEED MR TRAINING

Given the need to establish community-based eerly intervention service

delivery systems for infants &Did toddlers with handicaps and their families,

States and their constkcuent localities are confronted with unprecedented

demands for intetagency collaboration which will lead to this desired end.

The Fart H mandate is unique in the fact that its implementation will

necessitate: [1] significant pooling of resources by involved agencies at both

the Str...te and local levels; [2] the establishment of an agreed upon

interagency gcal; and [3] commitment to a prevention orientation in the Part H

service delivery system.

The implications of these requirements for State and local service

agencies inc.ude the possible need to develop policies and practices that will

be in conflict with those which currently exist within these organizations.

Confronting these needs will require changes within the agencies with respect

to what they do and how they do it. There are a number of characteristics of

an early intervention system for infants and toddlers with handicaps and their

families that will test the service agencies' abilities to develop and

administer a prevention-oriented program. They include:

o creation of effective outreach programs that will substantially

broaden the traditional clientele of these agencies;

o development of methods of funding programs and services that

are collaborative in nature;

o maintenance of a prevention orientation within agencies that
ordinarily deal with crises or immediately compelling client

problems;
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o creation of
assessment and
their families

o the need to
their families

procedures which will facilitate identification,
treatment of special needs infants and toddler and
more quickly than is now the case; and

view both infants and toddlers with handicaps tnd
as the clients of the service system.

Essentially, the service agencies now operate by allocating the demands made

upon them in a manner which conforms to existing resources, while aix-evention

orientation dictates the allocation of resources to satisfy manifest needs.

The differences between resource driven agencies and need driven agencies are

considerable.

'MAME A1'IMO:3 70 RUH MILLABCRATION WIRE

In oreer to collaborate successfully, State and local agencies need [1]

to increase their capacities to design structures that enhance collaboration,

[2] to institute operational procedures that would enable these structures to

work effectively and [3] to enable these desired procedures to be used

effectively. Training to accomplish each of these objectives is described

below.

Building Collaborative Pert H Structureg

Attempts to create units within the existing service agencies that will

be responsible for developing policies, procedures and practices leading to

implementation of Part H are unlikely to be successful. A single prevention-

oriented unit within a larger unit which is basically maintenance driven will

consistently find itself unable to operate with the flexibility and freedom

required. It can also be anticipated that no single service agency or unit

within an agency will have sufficient influence with other agencies and units
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that are highly protective of their own prerogativer and mandates. Finally,

no single unit within a larger agency is Pkely to have the authority to

allocate and reallocate resources as needs emerge.

These issues will confront all service agencies at the State and local

levels as they attempt to develop structures which will enable them to cope

witn the requirements of Phrt H. Therefore,

State and locml service agencies will need training

that enables then to identify and implement
collaborative organizational structures appropriate

for establishing prevention-oriented community-bmmed

Ptirt, II service systems.

Such training must, of necessity, enable State and local agencies to develop

realistic and appropriate strategies to accomplish the following:

o portray the type of organizational structure that will best

facilitate development of the Part H early intervention system;

o demonstrate how such a unit would be organized and staffed;

o determine how the resources required by such a unit could be
allocated, and what the possible sources of these resources are;

o formulate policies and define practices that will have the
support of all agencies involved in the interagency effort;

o identify those individuals who need to be involved in the
development of policies appropriate for a collaborative
interagency initiative; and

o examine how such a unit could facilitate implementation of the
interagency policies that are established.

Consideration of these issues and, quite naturally, strategies that

address them leads to the need for understanding the processes that will

result in effective implementation of a collaborative interagency effort.
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Operational Procedures That Support Fart H Collaboration

A primary requirement for effective implementation of a prevention-

oriented interagency initiative designed to serve infants and toddlers with

handicaps and their families is the ability to achieve a reasonable level of

consensus among those charged with the responsibility for determining Part H

policies and overseeing their implementation. Consensus is required to insure

that a high level of commitment to implement Part H early intervention

services will occur among personnel from different agencies which have

different mandates.

Unless such commitment is developed, the most ii.ely result will be

rhetoric which supports the notion of a Part H early intervention system,

accompanied by agency behaviors that impede the effective implementation of

such a system. Interagency politics, curtailment of needed services and the

emergence of territorial protection efforts are the most common outcomes of an

inability to develop mutually aoceptable bases for action. To insure that

opportunities for building consensus emerge within units established to

oversee implementation of Part H,

Training should be provided which will enable State
and local agency personnel with responsibility for
implementation of Part 14 to interact in bays that
identify mutualy acceptable solutions to issues
confronting the interagency unit.

This training should result in a more effective interagency unit in

which involved personnel gain increased capacity to accomplish the following:

o establish procedures which would ensure that realistic
opportunities for consensus-building emerge;
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o select personnel for the interagency unit who will be effective

in the consensus building role;

o adopt operational procedures appropriate for implementing those

decisions that emerge from the collaborative process.

The success of consensus building strategies for a collaborative interagency

effort will depend upon the existence of conditions that foster trust and

mutual respect among all agencies involved in the Part H enterprise.

Conditions Required For Collaborative Implementation of Part H

The emergence of trust and mutual respect among members of the Phrt H

interagency effort is dependent upon the utilization cf strategies directed to

that end. Trust is not a condition that simply "happens." Rather, in those

interagency units where its existence is evident, trust is the result of

carefully planned tactics designed to achieve that effect.

The use of strategies which lead to the emergence of trust and mutual

respect requires an intensive effort to regulate the ways in which decisions

are made within the collaborative unit. Based on the need to establish

conditions which will provide an appropriate base for the emergence of trust,

Training should be offered to permit State and local
service agency personnel, involved in the
implementation of Part H, to establish those
conditions which will facilitate Part H interagency

collaboration.

Upon completion of such training, personnel responsible for

implementation of Part H at State and local levels of government should have

strengthened their skills to:

o use information sharing techniques and decision making

processes in ways that contribute to building trust and mutual

respect,
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o employ appropriate techniques for reducing the impact of
constraints imposed by individual agencies on interagency pdanning
and actions; and

o engage in activities that reduce the likelihood that single
agency territorial issues will impede interagency progress.

These skills are necessary for agency personnel as they accept the challenge

of the Part H initiative to establish community-based early intervention

service systems. They will be essential for agency personnel as they cope

with the shift to prevention, family support and interagency collaboration

necessitated by the Part H legislation.

&EMU
Providing technical assistance that satisfies these recammendations will

permit agencies at the State and local levels to engage in collaborative

interagency activities leading to effective implementation of Part H. Program

and service delivery will have to occur within units that require intensive

and extensive interactions on a continuing basis over an extended period of

time. The considerable degree of agency interdependence required in such

units is a function of the need to accomplish an objective that no single

agency can accomplish independently. The more typical approach of

establishing coordinating structures from which agency disengagement is a

simple process will be ineffective to implement the Part H service delivery

system.

The use of interagency collaboration to plan and implement Part H

services and programs is equally important at the State level and in local

jurisdictions. The same processes and techniques will need to be used. The
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outcome at the State level would be the formulation and implementation of a

State wide policy that ensures the development of early intervention services

in local jurisdictions. The outcome in local jurisdictions would be the

development of an accessible community-based service delivery system with a

prevention orientation for infants and toddlers with handicape and their

families.

TRAINING ACTIVITIES THAT FACILITATE STATE/LOCAL CaIRDINATICN

PUrt H planning must also attend to the ways in which State-level

activities and local level activities relate to each other. The mission of

Part H is complex and imposes many hardships on planners operating in local

jurisdictions as well as those who work at the State level. Successful

implementation of Past H will depend on the development of clear communication

channels that would be used to ahare information and resolve issues that arise

from a lack of coordination betT;een the two governmental sectors.

Coordination requires the use of different interagency techniques and

behaviors than are used with collaboration. See Appendix B for a discussion

of the differences between these two kinds of interagency efforts.

State and local agencies concerned with implementation of Part H share

an enduring need to be mutually supportive of each other. The basis of this

need is recognition of the fact that neither is likely to be effective in

achieving its Pelt H mission unless there is acceptance of the rale each plays

in the Part H enterprise and efforts are made to deal with the issues
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confronting agencies at both levels. The development of a structure that

facilitates satisfaction of these needs is essential to insuring coordination

of State and local Part H efforts.

A coordinating structure is appropriate [1] when the purpose that it

serves is relatively focused and specific; and [2] when accomplishment of that

purpose does not require individual agencies to relinquish their autonomy in

seeking to accomplish the interagency objective. Promoting facilitative

relationships between State and local Part H planners is just such an

interagency objective. Therefore,

Training should be provided which enables State
agencies to identify and activate cagamizational
structures appropriate for ensuring effective
coordination of State Part H initiatives with Part H
activities in local jurisdictions.

The development of structures which permit coordination on the part of

State and local Part H planners will enable them to address the following

interagency concerns:

o creation of a method by which information sharing between and

among concerned parties in State agencies and local jurisdictions

would oocur;

o establishment of organizational structures that permit State

and local agencies to influence each other in mutually supportive

ways; and

o delineation of procedures that would be used by the

coordinating unit to enable State and local Part H planners to

understand their common concerns and to take steps to address

them.
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Operational Procedures That Sumort Coordination

The procedures necessary to maintain a successful coordinating unit that

enables Sate and local Part H planners to understand and influence earh other

are necessarily different from those required to maintain a collaborative,

consensud-building interagency unit, such as the local Part H Council

described earlier in this report. Establishing facilitative relationships

between State and local agencies as major planning initiatives are undertaken

is vital to the ultimate suocess of such enterprises. Part H is no exception.

Therefore,

Training should be providedtwhich will enable State

and local Part II planners to establish mutually
acceptable procedures for promoting positive

relationships between the two governmental sectors.

The use of mutually acceptable processes that enable Part H planners to

develop positive working relationships in responding to the Part H challenge

would allow State and local agencies to address the following concerns:

o Lonfirmation of types of information that must be shared, as
well as appropriate techniques for disseminating that information,
in order to permit effective State/local coordination of Part H
planning;

o establishment of decision making processes in the interagency
unit that are appropriate for coordination and that do not require
the development of consensus to obtain agreement; and

o definition of appropriate interagency objectives that can be

accomplished through State/local coordination.

Developing procedures that 9ould be used to coordinate State and local Part H

planning initiatives requires far less agency interdependence than is needed
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for the collaborative interagency initiative required to implement Part H by

State and local agencies.

Conditions %mime' To Support Coordination

If the structure and processes of coordinating units that will

facilitate information-sharing among State and local Part H planners are

different from those required for collaborative interagency efforts, it

logically follows that a different set of conditions must be established to

facilitate such information sharing and coordination. Based on the need to

establish conditions appropriate for such purposes, it is recommended that

Training anould be provtded which will pernit State
and lccal Phrt H planners to establish conditions
which will facilitate coordination between agencies at

both levels.

In establishing ,roductive working relationships for the Part H

initiative, it is quite clear that State and local Part H planners will

demonstrate primary loyalty to their home agencies rather than to the

interagency unit; this is in contrast to collatoration which requires that

primary loyalty be silown to the interagency unit. Recognizing this fact, it

is incumbent on representatives of agencies on both levels to seek solutions

to issues that will be mutually benefirial and to aocept viable compromise

when appropriate. The training must enable local and State Part H planners to

o establish conditions that permit agencies at both levels to

mutually influence each other;

o develop strategies to identify and satisfy those common

interests and concerns;

o create conditions that enable agencies to satisfactorily

resolve areas of disagreement in a timely fashion; and
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o establish conditions that permit active sharing of information

between State and local Part H planners.

THE TIME IS NOW

At this moment in time, States find themselwas in year two of the five-

year planning period defined in the Part H legislation. Required State wide

policies are being generated and some planning issues are being decided.

Energies must now be devoted to translating State level policy decisions into

viable community-based service systems for infants and toddlers with handicaps

and their families.

The technical assistance issues outlined in this sect'on of the report

focus on enhancing State and local agencies' capacities to collaborate and to

improve communication between State and local Part H planning communities.

They would be of particular use to States and local communities at this point

in the Part H planning process.

CONCLUSIONS

There are three overarching conclusions that were derived from this

study. First, Part H service delivery systems must be constituted differently

if they are to meet the challenges presented by the legislation. Second, it

is not clear that the federal government understood the extent to which change

would be required by State agencies and local service providers ir order to

meet these challenges fully. Finally, enhancing State and local planners'

capacities to engage in collaborative interagency activities will be the

single most important factor in achieving the Part H mission.
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APPENDIX A

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: STATR PROFILE OF mwromaninrEnctas

This report presents findings from the first stage of a study of the

nature of State tnteragency efforts on behalf of children with special needs

and their families. The research is sponsored by the Bureau of Maternal and

Child Health and Resources Development, U.S. Department of Health and Human

Services, and was conducted as a subcontract to the National Center for

Networking Community Based Services at the Georgetown University Child

Development Center.

Intent Of The Study

The intent of the study was to examine the ways in which interagency

efforts by State and local government agencies influence accessibility of

services for children with handicapping conditions and their families. The

following issues are addressed: [1] What is the nature of interagency efforts

on behalf of children with handicaps at the State level?; (2] How have local

service agencies, or their representatives, been involved with State Part H

interagency planning and actions?; and (3] What issues will need to be

addressed in order to synchronize Part H interagency efforts at the State

level with Part H interagency efforts in local jurisdictions?

Site Par The Study

The research was designed as an in-depth case study of a mid-Atlantic

State that has 24 local political jurisdictions with a wide range of

demographic characteristics. They range from densely populated urban

jurisdictions to large and medium size suburban localities to small sparsely

populated rural areas. The State was chosen for the study because of its long

standing progressive attitudes toward providing services til) persons with

handicapping conditions and because of the value it places 'in interagency

efforts to deal with issues related to that population.

These attitudes have been expressed through the development by State

agencies and executive offices, and their local counterparts, of a wide range

of programs for persons with disabilities and their families. The value that

the State places on interagency efforts was in part translated into the

establishment of at least three formal committees charged with the

responsibility of inrproving the provision of integrated services and programs

for this targeted population. The development and operation of these three
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State Interagency Committees was the focus of this report which presents a
profile of State interagency activities. This information is now being used
to structure data collection activities in selected local jurisdictions in the
State.

Research PhioceduTes

This study is to be conducted in two stages. In stage one, selected
personnel from all of the major State Departments and Executive Offices that
are involved both directly and kndirectly with planning or programs for
children with handicaps and their families were interviewed. Respondents held
positions of responsibility for policy, program development andior
coordination of services for this targeted population. Thirty persons were
interviewed between November 1987 and April 1988. In addition, participants
were involved in verification of the data both through attendance at a meeting
scheduled to enlist feedback about the preliminary report and through a series
of phone conversations and meetings with persons who were unable to attend.

Several documents were also reviewed, including: State agency policies
and Executive Orders; State and federal legislation; interagency paans;
descriptions of interagency programs sponsored by the governmental units;
information and minutes of State interagency committees, subcommittees and
task forces; and descriptions and budget analyses of single agency programs
for children with handicaps and their families. Where possible, the
researchers attended meetings of the State Interagency Committees under study.
Information from these documents and meetings was used both to verify data
provided by respondents and to develop this report

Features of Interagency Warta

The framework used for analysis of the three State Interagency
Committees was developed by ICA and represents a compilation of data from a
series of studies and technical assistance activities conducted over the past
decade in order to identify critical factors that contribute to successful
interagency relationships.

Interagency efforts can be characterized as cooperative, coordinative or
collaborative. Each of these interagency types represents an increasing
amount of interdependence on the part of single agency participants. Planners
make decisions about which type of interagency arrangement they will uae
depending on the specific purpose that the interagency effort is intended to
accomplish. In brief, collaboration may not always be the most appropriate
strategy for agencies to adopt; depending on a set of circumstances that are
described in detail in report, successful interagency actkvities may also be
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accomplished using either a cooperative or a coordinative approach. [See

Appendix B for further discussion of this conceptual framework)

The organizational conditions and interpersonal relationships that

characterize each interagency type are distinctly different. They are

described in this study in terms of thc following features: [1] interagency

objective; [2] interagency policies; [3] interagency structure; [4] resources;

[5) loyalty to the interagency effort; [6] procedures to establish agreement;

[7] decision making processes; and [8] roles of key personnel. The three

State Interagency Committees were examined to determine the extent to which

the nature of each interagency effort is appropriate for the purpose toward

which it is directed.

Findings

The three State Interagency Committees under study were: the State

Coordinating Council for Residential Placement (S(C); the Interagency Planning

Committee for Children (IBM); and the Interagency Coordinating Council (ICC).

The SCC was established in 1982 by Executive Order as a part of State

implementation of P.L. 94-142 in order to provide an interagency vehicle

through which State agencies could make effective residential placements. Its

current membership includes the State Department of Education (SDE), the

Department of Health and Mental Hygiene (DHMH), the Department of Human

Resources (DHR) and the Juvenile Services Administration (JSA). The SCC

operates as almost a classic coordinative interagency arrangement. Agency

members of the Council express satisfaction with its ability to accomplish its

interagency objective successfully.

The IPCC was appointed in 1985 by the Governor to streamline State

services for children with special needs through the development of

interagency efforts. This mission was very broad and rIqpired major changes

in the current operations of participating units if it was to be accomplished

successfully. Initially, rpoc activities were very energetic and a

comprehensive Interagency Plan was submitted by the Committee to the Governor

in 1986. At the present time, the IPCC is relatively inactive; a partial

explanation for this inactivity may be found in the nature of the interagency

features of this Committee. While the IPCC was charged with a mission that

required collaboration, the organizational conditions under which it now

operates and the nature of the interpersonal relationships of Committee

members are best characterized as approximating either cooperative or

coordinative interagency efforts.

The ICC was established in 1987 by Executive Order as a part of State

planning for implementation of Part H of P.L. 99-457 in 1992. Council members

include representatives of the four major State agencies (SDE, DfiMH and DHR),
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as well as the Governor's Office For Children and Youth (010C&Y), private

providers, advocates and parents. Its purpose is to advise the Lead Agency

(i.e., (JOM) in the planning of a comprehensive coordinated system of

delivery of early intervention services to infants and toddlers with handicaps

and their families. In effect, the IOC is actively pursuing its mission; the

actions taken by the Council address both issues specific to the legislation

and the development of procedures Chat will define the nature of the

interagency effort. Since the ICC is only nine months oLd, it is premature to

attempt to classify it as a specific type of interagency effort. The

interagency objective for which it is responsible clearly requires a

collaborative interagency effort. At this point in time, the ICC appears to

be developing the organizational conditions and interpersonal relationships

that will enable collaboration to occur. Continued attention to those

interagency features that will lead to collaboration is needed. As the ICC

matures (in terms of operation), the specific needs that will have to be

satisfied to ensure collaboration will become more evident.

Implications Fbr Part H Interagency Er Mils

A number of sulAtantive issues have emerged from stage one of the study

that have important implications for interagency efforts associated with Part

H of P.L. 99-457. First, collaboration is not always an appropriate
interagency strategy; more often than not a cooperative or coordinative effort

will suffice to aocomplish a particular interagency objective. Second,

successful interagency efforts are dependent on the extent to which pdanners
create organizational conditions and interpersonal relationships suitable to

accomplish the interagency objective. Third, effective State interagency
committees have the authority to make policy decisions about the interagency
effort; confining the committee to an advisory role seriously impairs its
ability to plan and develop integrated service delivery systems. Fourth, when

implementation of legislation requires considerable agency interdependence,
selection of a lead agency is of primary importance and should include an
assessment of that agency's capacity and willingness to facilitate State-wide
interagency planning and actions. Fifth, the effectiveness of State
interagency planning and actions is largely dependent upon the development of
appropriate relationships between Part H interagency councils and the lead
agencies in each State. Finally, the nature of State interagency planning and
actions will influence the effectiveness of interagency activities in local
jurisdictions

These issues have the following implications for
for implementation of Part H:

o State Part H interagency councils will need to
collaborative interagency efforts.
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o State Part H planners will need to devote immediate attention to

the creation of organizational conditions that foster successful

interagency collaboration at the same time as they address more

substantive program issues.

o Part H interagency councils should be assigned a policy role in

the development of State-wide coordinated systems of early

intervention services for infants and toddlers with handicaps mod

their families.

o State lead agency responsibility should be assigned directly to

the Part H interagency council. By extension, federal Part H

planning grants should be administered by the council.

o Establishing a lead agency other than the council enhances the

difficulties of creating conditions for collaboration. In such

cases, the relationship between the lead agency and the Part H

interagency council must be clearly delineated. The likelihood of

conflict between the lead agency and the council will be reduced

if policy authority is shared by the lead agency and the council.

o The ways in which State interagency efforts can influence

accessibility of services at the local level need to be defined

early on and made an integral part of the State Part H planning

process.
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FEATURES OF INTERAGENCY EFFORTS

It is relatively common for words to be used rather loosely in our

society; words are dispensed with the belief that others share similar

definitions and understandings of the concepts to which reference is made.

When, as is often the case, those shared understandings do not exist, the

result is frequently confusion and distrust. This "frame of reference"

problem is much more common than is generally realized. Examples of some

terms for which there are a variety of conceptual understandings are:

professional; intelligence; effectiveneas; supportive; authority and

participation.

A similar conceptual problem exists with respect to the term

collaboration. Typically, the terms cooperation, coordination and

collaboration are used interchangeably La describing interagency activities.

In this study these terms are used to describe distinctly different types of

interorganizational relationships.

In reality, there are a number of different approaches that may be

adopted in establishing interorganizational relationships. These approaches
can be depicted along a continuum ranging from limited single agency
dependence on other agencies to accomplish a specific objective, to a state of
interdependence among agencies engaged in accomplishing a common objective.
This continuum is depicted in Figure 1 below.

Figure 1

Interdependence In Interagency Efforts

Independence Interdependence

OOOPERATION COORDINATION COLLABORATION

.14.1ftoworlm,

Cooperation is an interagency effort that requires the least amount of
interdependence between individual agencies. Collaboration, on the other

hand, requires the greatest amount of agency interdependence.

There are a number of different organizational and interpersonal issues

that cause single agencies to move from independent modus operandi to the
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adoption of interdependent strategies to accomplish common objectives.
Cooperation, coordination and collaboration are characterized by different
organizational conditions Ind interpersonal behaviors. The discussion of each
interagency type that follows describes the characteristics of the three types
of interagency efforts (i.e., cooperation, coordination and collaboration)
according to the following features: [1] interagency objective; [2]
interagency policy; [3] interagency structure; [4] resources; [5] loyalty to
the interagency effort; [6] procedures for readhing agreement; [7]

interagency decision making; and [8] personnel roles.

Typimlly, interagency efforts do not conform completely to any of the
three prototypes (e.g., cooperation, coordination and collaboration); rather
when they work, they tend to approximate most of the organizational conditions
and interpersonal features associated with a particular type.

mpag!ttAci_n

Cooperation is identified as occurring when an agency perceives that it
can better accomplish one of its own objectives by working with other agencies
that have a similar objective to accomplish. These agencies decide to
undertake a collective activity to meet their common objective because it is
in each of their own best interests to do it that way.

Intanagencyrobjactiveswhich are achieved through cooperation usually
have a narrow focus and require minimal or only short-term commitment of the
agencies and personnel involved. An example of an objective which requires
cooperation to accompliah is the organization of a conference jointly
sponsored by more than one organization or unit. Commitment to the
interagency effort is over when the conference is over.

In effect, cooperative interagency efforts do not disrupt or interfere
with standard operating procedures in the participating organizations.
Therefore, there is no need for agencies to create any intanumocarimAkr
about the effort. Moreover, existing agency policies will not need to be
modified. In planning a conference, agencies will basically follow their
regular procedures for running conferences, although decisions about the
content or speakers or location may be made with their partners in the
interagency activity. The planning period may be as brief as a few weeks or
as long as a year, but rarely longer.

By extension, unlike more interdependent forms of interagency efforts
(e.g., coordination or collaboration), agencies do not need to create a new
Lobmsgency structure to accomplish their common objective. The conference
itself is a clearly definable objective and the need for interagency action is
complete when the conference is over and the administrative actions which
follow have been taken.
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The nature and source of resources provided to support the interagency

relationship is another feature that discriminates among the three kinds of

interagency arrangements. Appropriate agency resource contributions to

interagency efforts may include personnel, programs, facilities and monies.

Cooperative interagency arrangements are supported with discretionary funds

which remain within the control of the individual agencies. For example,

participating agencies contribute resources to the joint conference on an as-

needed basis through a process of on-going negotiation. Additional funds are

provided only to the extent that individual agencies are willing to do so when

requested.

In cooperative interagency arrangements, no loyalty to the interagency

effort is required. Rather, participant loyalty is to the individual

agencies. Because the collective objective is confined to a narrowly defined

activity, conflicts about legitimate single agency prerogatives and

appropriate interagency responsibilities rarely surface. Therefore,

cooperative efforts work well without the developmont of procedures for

establishing agreement among participating agencies. The need to resolve

conflicts aver territorial issues becomes increasingly more important as

interagency efforts become more and more interdependent. On the other hand,

conference planning can be successfully completed without participant loyalty

to the interagency effort and without establishing conflict resolution

procedures.

Interagenc7decdskm,Amaking is another key factor in the development of

successful interagency relationships. In cooperative arrangements,
interagency decisions are appropriately made by the single agencies. The

situation is constructed such that single agency needs take priority over

interagency needs. The decision to jointly sponsor a conference can be made
through normal organizational decision making processes. Individuals working

on the conference are empowered to act only within the framework of decisions

made within their individual agencies. In addition, little or no need for
information sharing among agencies exists in order to plan and run the
conference; each agency simply shares information about its own organizational
needs that the conference is intended to satisfy.

Agency personnel involved in the three types of interagency efforts axe

required to play different roles. Cooperative interagency efforts are carried

out by personnel whose primary function is to represent their individual

agencies' interests. They are assigned responsibilities for accomplishing the
interagency task on a short-term basis. Their supervisors usually consider

that their involvement in the interagency activity is a part of their regular

assignment.

In sum, little creative effort is required to plan and carry out a

cooperative interagency effort such as a joint conference. Rather, it is

largely an administrative process of deciding how best to meet previously
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established organizational needs within the budgetary and time constraints
which prevail. Essentially, single agency needs are being met using a
cooperative administrative process that involves sharing the work and benefits
with another unit or organization. For these reasons, joint conference
planning and implementation can best be accomplished using a cooperative
interagency effort. Cooperation is an important interagency arrangement that
may be used quite successfully in the accomplishment of interagency objectives
that require minimal amounts of interdependence. Table 1 below depicts the
features of cooperative interagency efforts:

OBJECTIVE:

POLICY:

Table 1

Features of Cooperative Interagency Efforts

the interagency objective has a narrow focus, and is
short-term

no interagency policies are needed

STRUCTURE: no new interagency structure is required; specific
agency personnel are assigned to achieve the objective

RESOURCES: supported with discretionary funds which remain within
the control of the individual agencies

UOYALTY: no loyalty to the interagency objective is required;
loyalty is to the individual agencies

AGREEMENT: no major single agency territorial issues arise;
agreement is not an issue

DECISION MAKING: interagency decisions are made by the single agencies;
individual agency needs are primary; interagency needs
are secondary

PERSCNNEL ROLES: carried out by personnel whose primary function is to
represent their individual agencies' interests and who
are assigned responsibility for the interagency effort
on a ihort-term basis

Coordination

Coordination occurs when two or more agencies agree to formally enter
into an interorganizational arrangement to accomplish same common objective.
Coordinative interagency efforts are often appropriate when individual
agencies are required to work together by soae administrative office with
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higher authority, or as a result of regulations associated with federal, State

or local policy mandates. Coordination may also be used successfully when
agencies decide voluntarily that a common objective can not be accomplished

independently within existing budgetary and time constraints, and/or that each

is unwilling to accept the internal problems which would accompany any

concentrated effort to reallocate resources for that purpose. Whether the

motivation for collective action is mandated or voluntary, primary interest,

as was the case with cooperation, is directed toward addressing the needs and

concerns of individual agencies through the use of a coordinative

administrative strategy.

Intemigency objectives that are best aocomplished with a coordinative

interagency effort tend to be broad issues that require considerable

commitment of the agencies and personnel involved. These objectives are

usually more complex than those best served by a cooperative interagency

effort. An example of coordination takes place when a mental health agency,

an education agency and a juvenile services agency, which have responsibility
for providing services to a targeted population such as high school drop-outs,

agree that by working together each is likely to be more effective in

delivering services to this clientele. In addition, they agree that the

interests of their respective agencies are likely to be better served by

adopting a coordinathe strategy for reducing the number of school leavers.

Commitment to this effort is likely to be sustained over a period of years.

Coordinative interagency arrangements require a moderate departure from

standard operating procedures by participating agencies. To accomplish the
collective objective, agencies must make a formal commitment to the

interorganizational activity. This often entails changes in the ways that
single agencies provide services or prograns that accommodate the special
needs of the population targeted for services by the interagency effort. As a

result, there is a need to develop intonstenc:Ploolicies that will provtde
guidance to personnel involved in the coordinative interagency effort.

In addition, successful coordination requires the development of a new
hrgeragancy structure that is used by the participating agencies to
administer the interorganizational arrangement. It often takes the form of a
specially appointed interagency committee whose members represent the needs of
their individual agencies as they develop and monitor the interagency effort.
In addition, staff are often assigned directly to the new unit to carry out
the interagency Objective. As was the case with cooperation, primary loyalty
and responsibility of staff is to the single agencies rather than the
interagerly effort.

Once the interagency objective is accomplished through the coordinative
effort, the interagency structure is no longer needed and is usually

dissolved. In addressing the problem of reducing the number of high school
drop-outs, the agencies in our example would need to appoint an interagency
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committee to oversee the interagency effort. They would also have to modify
their individual outreach activities to the targeted population. Unlike

cooperative efforts, both the development of interagency policy and the

creation of an interagency structure are demonstrations of the degree of

formality that individual agencies attach to a coordinative interagency

effort.

Because coordination usually requires a larger remource commitment than

cooperative interagency efforts, single agencies need to dedicate funds from

their separate agency budgets to the interorganizational effort. These

resources remain within the control of the individual agencies. Participating

agencies generally provide resources to support those aspects of the effort

for which they are individually responsible and also usually bear some of the

costs relative to maintaining coordination. Agency personnel working on the

coordinated activity are ordinarily empowered to support those decisions made

within the framework of the coordinated activity as long as they do not exceed

existing budgetary and policy limitations. The amount of resources that each

agency contributes to the coordinative interagency effort is reassessed

annually, primarily on the basis of single agency needs and concerns.

Coordinated interagency efforts require some buralty of the

participating agencies to Me intaragencyanmmt; however, primary loyalty, as

was the case with cooperation, rests with the individual agencies.

Participating units become :Involved in the coordinative interagency

arrangement and agree to the need ito have their personnel work in tandem

because accomplishment of the interagency objective results in improved

individual agency performance.

Disagreements about areas of responsibility typically arise in

coordinative interagency efforts; therefore, procedures to establish agreement

about territorial issues need to be developed. Successful coordinative

arrangements use naajority rule" voting processes to resolve these kinds of

conflicts. In the coordinative effort to reduce the number of high school

drop-outs, it is likely that participating agencies will attempt to assign

financial responsibility for overlapping services to their partner agencies.

Procedures need to be established to obtain agreement about how to resolve

conflicts about this recurring problem. These issues can be successfully

resolved using "majority rule" voting procedures to obtain agreement.

Representatives of participating agencies in the coordinative

interagency activity-must engage in extensive information sharing with regard

to the specific objective that is sought; that is, each agency must make

certain that its efforts do not interfere with those of other participating

agencies. Also, each agency must be supportive of the activities of the other

agencies. Information sharing about these issues begins with the members of

the coordinating committee (i.e., the interagency structure developed to

monitor the coordinative interorganizational relationship). MOreover, such
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information sharing facilitates the development of effective decision making

processes in the coordinative interagency effort.

For example, the overall objective of reducing the number of high school

drop-outs is not easily defined and assessed. Each of the participating

agencies is already working with these clients independently. They will need

to share considerable information about what they wiah to continue to do

independently and about what they will pursue in the coordinative interagency

arrangement. Agencies will need to vote to decide which collective activities

will be pursued. When these agreements are reached, activities designed to

coordinate services for prevention of an increase in high sdhool drop-outs can

be undertaken.

Decisions to participate in a coordinated effort are usually made

through routine organizational processes. Once the decision is made, agencies

will need to create interagency decIsion processes that facilitate resolution

of issues related to the collective activities, including which personnel will

be involved, what decision making latitude will be granted, and how resources

will be used. Interagency decision making in coordinative interagency

efforts is a much more critical issue than it is in cooperative arrangements.

In successful coordinated interagency activities, interagency decisions must

remain consistent with single agency decisions; as is the case with

cooperation, the needs of the interagency effort are considered secondary to

the needs of the individual agencies.

The roles ofpersonnel assigned to the coordinating committee are more
complex than they were in cooperative interagency efforts. Interagency policy
issues are decided by personnel whose primary function is to represent their
individual agencies' interests in the coordinative arrangement. At the same
time, these individuals often become invested in seeing that the interagency
objective is accomplished. Therefore, they find themselves in the position of
also having to represent the concerns of the interagency effort to their home

organizations. Often, these two roles are not compatibae. It is not unusual

to find single agency representatives on an interagency-committee to reduce
the ntsiier of high school drop-outs, for example, serving as advocates of the
interagency activity and seeking additional contributions from their home
agencies for the coordinated interagency effort. Finally, staff may be
assigned directly to the interagency effort in order to carry out its

coordinative activities.

In sum, Pithin the framework of coordinated interagency relationships,
creative efforts are usually directed toward implementation activities;
therefore, procedures for working together on a continuing basis must be

established. Coordination is a formal activity requiring time, resources and
commitment by all participating agencies. It takes longer to accomplish than
cooperation, but has the potential to provide more benefits to the individual

agencies.
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Table 2 below depicts the features of coordinated interagency efforts:

Table 2

Features of Coordinative Interagency Rfforts

OBJECTVE:

POLICY:

STRUCTURE:

the interagency objective has a broad focus; it is
intermediate-term or long-term

intemgency policies are dictated by single agency
policies

requires the development of a new interagency unit;
also, staff may te assigned directly to the new unit

RESOURCES: supported with dedicated funds from the individual
agencies which remain within the control of the
individual agencies

LOYALTY: primary loyalty is to the individual agencies;
secondary loyalty is to the interagency effort

AGREEMENTS: disagreements about territorial issues are resolved
through "majority rule" voting processes

DECISION MAKING: interagency decisions are consistent with single gency
decisions; single agency needs axe primary; the needs
of the interagency effort are secondary

PERSONNEL ROLES: policy issues are decided by committee members whose
primary function is to represent their individual
agencies' interests, but who also demonstrate a
commitment to the interagency objective

Collaboration

Collaborative interagency arrangements require extensive interdependence
among individual agencies. They occur only when two or more single agencies
go beyond short-term or intermediate interests and focus instead on the
requirements for aoomplishing specified objectives which, when met, will also
satisfy long-term interests of the participating organizations and units.
Therefore, they take much longer to develop than either cooperative or
coordinative interagency efforts. Once established, however, collabora-ive
interagency relationships have the potential to provide much more extensive
benefits to participating organizations. In effect, collaboration requires
that agencies engage in fundamental alterations which affect policy,
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structure, decision making, personnel
collaborative interagency efforts are
under consideration are so complex or
coordination will suffice.

roles and authority or control. Thus,
usually engaged in only when the issues
so costly that neither cooperation or

Interagency objectives appropriate for collaboration are broad in focus

and require extensive commitment of the agencies involved. Collaborative

interagency efforts are directed toward the attainment of objectives which can

not be met by individual organizations, either because their mandates preclude

such activities or because there is no possible way that the needed resources

could be made available even if massive reallocation were considered. Such

interagency objectives may begin as clearly definable and assessable, but are

more commonly obtuse and intuitively assessed; further, there is a tendency

for the objective to shift over time.

An example of collaboration might occur when, for the sake of

conjecture, three agencies that individually focus on education, youth and

adolescents, and health decide for some reason that there is an overwhelming

need to direct their services to support families in crisis. The State, for

whatever reasons, has directed the single agencies to accomplish this

objective using an interagency approach. Agencies must devote considerable

attention to establishing an appropriate interagency arrangement to

accommodate this broad interagency goal. The one fact which is certain is that

no single agency has the requisite resources or skills required to accomplish

the objective independently. This task will require support fram the
individual agencies which will reflect positively on each sometime in the
nature when the effects of this effort become evident; Lwever, in the short-
term the effort is likely to be a constant drain on agencies' resources. In

effect, collaboration is the appropriate interagency effort to accomplish this
collective objective.

Collaboration always requires some modification of existing agency
policies, as well as the creation of new hgeragencypicades that support the
interorganizational arrangement. In the example of agencies collaborating to
support families in crisis, participants will need to create new interagency
policies that will pryvide guidance as this complex objective is pursued. In

addition, an interagency policy is needed to authorize the new collaborative
unit to pursue the interagency objective autonomously.

As is the case with coordination, collaborative interagemy efforts
always require the development of a new intanswency, structure. Over time,
the new unit supplants individual agency authority to accomplish the
interagency objective. Staff are assigned directly to the new unit and the
collaborative effort becomes their primary responsibility. Typically, single
agency interests are represented through a policy board that oversees the
collaborative enterprise. However, responsibility for all operations rests
with the collaborative unit, and not with the individual agencies. In effect.
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the new unit is given authority to make decisions about planning and operation

of the collaborative interagency effort. Such a unit would be needed in the

interagency effort to support families in crisis.

Collaborative interagency relationships are supported with pooled

resources which are largely within the control of the collaborative unit.
Participating agencies are expected to provide resources to the new unit in

order to support the commonly accepted mission of the collaborative; often,

agencies make substantial yearly contributions to the collaborative unit in

exchange for ongoing participation in its activities. In addition,

collaborative interorganizational arrangements often seek out additional

resources by applying for grants or by generating their own sources of income.

Unlike coaperation and coordination, primary kvalty is do Ube

interagency effort rather than to the concerns of individual agencies. Such

loyalty is possible because collaborative interagency arrangements are based

upon, and require the building and maintenance of trust.relationships among

agency participants ani between the new collaborative unit and each member

agency. Personnel assigned to work for the collaborative enterprise obtain

their power to act and make decisions from the collaborative itself through

the policy board rather Chan from the individual agencies.

In order for collaboration to work, the collaborative unit must engage

in a series of planning activities designed to ensure that the individual

agencies receive an equitable share of the benefits and resources. That is.

agencies must believe that they are receiving a fair share of the benefits in

exchange for their investment in the collaborative effort. A key factor in

the development of such trust is the creation of interagency procedures for

establiahingagromment about what are legitimate concerns of the new

collaborative unit and what issues will remain the prerogatives of the single

agencies. Unlike 000rdination where "majority rule" voting processes will

suffice, collaborative interagency efforts require procedures that resolve

disagreements about territorial issues through consensus building. All

involved agencies must agree about these critical issues.

In large part, such shared declision making processes distinguish

collaborative interagency efforts from cooperation and coordination. Without

them, collaboration is not possible. Moreover, within collaborative

interagency arrangements, decisions are commonly made on the basis of how best

to achieve the interagency objectives. Decision making processes that work

in collaborative interagency arrangements require extensive information

sharing among the individuals involved in the collaborative effort, within

single agencies, among participating agencies, and between single agencies and

the collaborative. This information sharing commonly goes beyond the needs of

the interagency objective and encompasses a wide range of peripheral issues.

In effect, collaborative relationships require a high degree of risk-taking on

the part of individual agencies that agree to entrust the collaborative with
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responsibility to accomplish its interagency objectives in the best way
without continuous reference to the individual agencies for direction or

approval. Typically, this autonomy to develop and implement policy results in

a state of tension between the collaborative unit and the individual agencies.

The rale &personnel in collaborative interagency efforts differs in

some aspects from the roles played by individuals in cooperative and

coordinative interorganizational arrangements. Collaborative efforts are

carried out by staff whose primary responsibility and loyalty is to the new

collaborative unit rather than to the individual agencies. Those who work in

the collaborative tend to become a close-knit work unit willing to share all

necesmary information among themselves; this information sharing often exceeds

the direct requirements of the task and occasionally results in decisions

which conflict wdth the short term interests of the individual agencies. In

addition, new collaborative units must have sufficient staff to accomplish

their objectives. They also require as directors persons who are comfortable

with exercising leadership in a highly political, ambiguous environment where

the need to provide vision to the enterprise is as important as the ability to

administer daily operations.

In addition to staff, collaborative units have policy boards that are

primarily composed of representatives of participating single agencies. These

individuals have a dual responsibility which has the potential to create role

conflict. First, they have the responsibility to oversee the interagency

effort in order to ensure that interorganizational activities are successful.
At the same time, they are employees of their home organizations and are
expected to protect their own organizations' interests. En successful
collaborative interagency efforts, policy board members become advocates of
interagency objectives in their home organizations and actively involve other
appropriate persons and units in the accomplishment of the collaborative's
activities. The more informed and involved single member agencies are, the
more likely that the collaborative unit will be able to Implement its

interagency objectives successfully.

Cur example of a collaborative interagency effort to support families in
crisis cannot be aocomplished unless all of these personnel issues are
addressed. The collaborative unit must have its own staff, and policy board
members must fulfill multiple responsibilities if the interagency objective is
to be accomplished.

In sum, collaborative interagency efforts represent a higher degree of
interdependence than coordinative and cooperative arrangements. The creative

efforts of the collaborative will initially be directed toward defining the
nature of the problem to be addressed, toward creating appropriate inter-
organizational procedures, toward establishing an effective work group in the
new collaborative unit, and after that toward developing means for

accomplishing the objectives. The development of an effective policy board is
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also a key factor in successful collaborative units. Table 3 below depicts
the features of collaborative interagency efforts:

Table 3

Features of Collaborative Interagency Efforts

OBJECTIVE: tgt:;agency objective has a broad focus and isit

POLICY. interagency policies are determined by the
collaborative unit

STRUCTURE: requires the development and maintenance of a new
interagency unit that functions relatively
autonomously; staff must be assigned directly to the
new unit

RESOURCES: supported with pooled resources which are largely
within the control of the collaborative unit

LOYALTY: primary loyalty is to the interagency effort;
secondary loyalty is to the individual agencies

AGREEMENT: disagreements about territorial issues are resolved
through consensus building

DECISION MAKING: interagency decisions are made by the collaborative
unit; interagency needs are primary; single agency
needs are secondary

PERSONNEL ROLES: carried out by personnel whose primary responsibility
is to accomplish the interagency objective; committee
members actively protect interagency needs and
concerns in their home organizations

The Three Tyves of Interagency Efforts

Cooperation, coordination and collaboration are all appropriate
interagency approaches to accomplishing different kinds of interorganizational
objectives. The broader and more complex the interagency objective, the more
agency interdependence required. The need to develop interagency policies and
new interagency struetures expands as the degree of agency interdependence
increases. Cooperation and coordination are dependent on single agency
resource contributions; collaboration requires pooled agency resources.
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The greater the degree of interdependence, the greater the need for

agency representatives to shift their primary loyalty from single agency

concerns to the interagency effort, and the more likely that procedures will

need to be developed to resolve disagreements about territorial issues.

Coordinative interagency efforts can be accomplished successfully using

"majority rule" voting procedures for conflict resolution; collaboration

requires the building of consensus in establishing agreement. All

participating agencies must agree on what are legitimate interagency concerns

and what are appropriate single agency responsibilities.

In cooperation and coordination, interagency decisions are made

primarily by single agencies; primary authority for decision making in

collaborative interagency efforts is assigned to the collaborative unit.

Staff and committee members play critical roles in ensuring that a particular

interagency effort works. The greater the degree of interdependence, the more

need for personnel who have full time responsibility to the interagency unit,

who are risk-takers, and who have the capacity to address complex interagency

problems creatively. Issues related to possible role conflicts must be

addressed. In collaborative interagency efforts, committee members play

critical roles in balancing interagency needs with the concerns of single

agency participants. The greater the degree of interdependence, the more need

for committee members to represent the concerns of the interagency effort in

their home organizations.

Bottom line, each type of interagency effort is potentially effective.
Decisions about which type to use begin with an analysis of the interagency

objective(s) to be accomplished. Organizational conditions, interagency
procedures and interpersonal relationships then need to be deliberately

structured to fit the nature of the interagency objective. Coordination and

collaboration can not be implemented solely by signing an interagency

agreement or contract. Energies need to be systematically devoted to

addressing the issues described above.

A comparison of these three interagency types is portrayed in Table 4 on

the next page.
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Features

OBJECTIVE

POLICE

STRUM=

EigiOURIZ

LOYALTY

ACREIMIT

DEIS RUA

HERM IOUS

CUPIRATION

narrow focus; ehort-ters

no interagency policies required

no aew interagency structure it

required; agency personnel art

assigned to achieve the objective

supported witi diecretionary funds

iEch resain witkin the control of

the iedividual AISOCieS

ao loyalty to the interested effort

is required; loyalty is to the

individual agencies

no aajor single agency territorial

issues arie; Agreement is not AA

issue

interagency decisions are made by

the single agencies; interageocy

needs ere secondary to agency needs

carried out by personael ukose

prisery fuctios is to represent

their individual &Lewin' interests

and who ere assigud respoasibility

for tke interagency effort on a skirt

ters basis

Table 4

Types of Interested Efforts

CCORDIRATION

broad focus; short or intermediate ters

interageed policies are dictated by

single agency policies

requires developsent of a new interagency

unit; staff say be directly assigned to

the new unit

supported with dedicated funds fro' tie

individual wades dat resais within

the control of individual agencies

prisey loyalty is to the individual

agencies; secondary loyalty is to tie

interegeacy effort

dissgreements about territorial issues

art resolved tkrousk 'aajority rule'

votiag procedures

interagency decisions are consistent

witi siagle agency decisions; interAgeecy

needs are secondary to single agency needs

policy issues are decided by interested

comittee mesbers ekose primary faction

is to represent their iadividual agonies'

interests, but mho also deaoutrate coasit-

seat to the interagead objective
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COLLABORATION

broad focus; long-tera

intereseed policies are detersined by

the collaborative unit

requires developmeat sed sainteaance of

new nit; stiff mast be assigned directly

to the new interested unit

rted by pooled resources tiat are

largely within the comtrol of the

collaborative ietaragend gait

primary loyalty is to the interagency

effort; secondary loyalty is to the

individual agescies

disureemente about territorial issues

are resolved througi tie developsent of

coneessus

interested decision are sade by the

collaborative unit; single agency needs

maim to interageftcy needs

carried oat by personnel whose prised

rerpossibility it to accosplish tie

interagescy objective; cossittee

sesbers actively protect interageed

needs sad concerns in their hose

agencies
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